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Female /  Fitness 

HydroPro Swimsuit  
8-135066134 Black 

HydroPro Swimsuit 

This tech inspired, sleek Performance swimsuit is packed with technical innovations to help take your  
training to the next level. Striking in black with a graduated iridescent sharkskin motif print and high cut  
leg, the suit includes smooth-fit comfort straps and a highly supportive 360 Powermesh bra liner for  
comfort during tough workouts. A specially placed performance seam enhances the suit’s streamlined  
shape, while anti-microbial technology ensures it stays fresh swim after swim. Designed to be durable and  
better for the environment, it’s made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine  
resistant, quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Comfort straps - smooth fit against the shoulders, designed for comfortable support 

• Performance Seam Placement - designed to balance flexibility with a streamlined swim 

• 360 powermesh bra liner with removable cups - high level support with soft cups for modesty 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + Pro 

53% Recycled Polyester 47% Pbt Wr & Am Finish  

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

HydroPro Kneesuit  
8-135086134 Black 

HydroPro Kneesuit 

This tech inspired, sleek Performance Kneeskin is packed with technical innovations to help take your  
training to the next level. Striking in black with a graduated iridescent sharkskin motif print, the kneeskin  
design includes smooth-fit comfort straps and a highly supportive 360 Powermesh bra liner for comfort  
during tough workouts. A specially placed performance seam enhances the suit’s streamlined shape,  
while anti-microbial technology ensures it stays fresh swim after swim. Designed to be durable and better  
for the environment, it’s made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant,  
quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Comfort straps - smooth fit against the shoulders, designed for comfortable support 

• Performance Seam Placement - designed to balance flexibility with a streamlined swim 

• 360 powermesh bra liner with removable cups - high level support with soft cups for modesty 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + Pro 

53% Recycled Polyester 47% Pbt Wr & Am Finish  

3 

30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46 

Style: 838135066134 

Price: $ 799 Style: 838135086134 

Price: $ 899 
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Digital Placement Hydrasuit 
8-11437G700 Black / Neon Orchid / Diva / True  
Navy 

Digital Placement Hydrasuit 

Streamlined swimwear. Make waves during your fitness training wearing our super-flattering Hydrasuit  
which features a high neckline and full back coverage for a sleek, streamlined silhouette. The purple  
graduated chevron print takes its cue from our Fastskin heritage, so you look the part in training. A comfy  
bust underband helps provide a supportive fit allowing you to focus on your performance, while the zip-up  
back includes an extended puller for easy changing. Designed to be durable and better for the  
environment, the suit features our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-  
drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Hydrasuit design - high chest and back coverage for a streamlined swim 

• Zip back design - extended puller for ease when changing 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Digital Placement Medalist 
8-12523G701 True Navy / Neon Orchid / Diva /  
Fluo Tangerine 

Digital Placement Medalist 

Streamlined, tech inspired aesthetics. Fly through your fitness training wearing our stylish navy and pink  
Medalist swimsuit, featuring a gradient print design and fluo orange texture-effect panelling. A Speedo  
favourite, our popular medalist style includes a medium neck and leg, plus a modest back for great  
shoulder movement and comfort during training. Light bust support via a comfy underband helps you feel  
secure and supported. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, the suit features our new  
ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from 50% recycled  
materials. 

Features 

• Medalist design - aids shoulder movement and flexibility, making this suit ideal for training 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83811437G700 

Price: $ 699 

Style: 83812523G701 

Price: $ 599 
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Hyperboom Allover Medalist 
8-12523G720 Black / Electric Pink / Ecstatic Pink 

Hyperboom Allover Medalist 

Make a statement in Boom logo prints. Celebrating the Speedo brand, our sporty Hyperboom Medalist  
swimsuit showcases our iconic Boom logo in a ‘shattered’ print design with intense shades of pink and  
black. Ideal for regular training, the medalist design aids shoulder movement and flexibility so you can  
cruise through your workout without feeling held back. Designed to be durable and better for the  
environment, the suit features our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-  
drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Medalist design - aids shoulder movement and flexibility, making this suit ideal for training 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

• 50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Hyperboom Allover Medalist 
8-12523G719 True Navy / Blue Flame / Pool 

Hyperboom Allover Medalist 

Make a statement in Boom logo prints. Celebrating the Speedo brand, our sporty Hyperboom Medalist  
swimsuit showcases our iconic Boom logo in a ‘shattered’ print design with vivid shades of blue and navy.  
Ideal for regular training, the medalist design aids shoulder movement and flexibility so you can cruise  
through your workout without feeling held back. Designed to be durable and better for the environment,  
the suit features our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made  
from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Medalist design - aids shoulder movement and flexibility, making this suit ideal for training 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

• 50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83812523G720 

Price: $ 599 
Style: 83812523G719 

Price: $ 599 



Hyperboom Placement Racerback 
8-12319G751 True Navy / Blue Flame 

Hyperboom Placement Racerback 

Iconic Speedo branding. Inspired by our heritage, this stylish navy Racerback swimsuit features an  
intricately lined Speedo Boom graphic and a medium cut leg. Perfect for your workout, the wide straps of  
the racerback design sit between your shoulder blades for comfort and flexibility, while a bust shelf liner  
adds support. Soft, stretchy fabric makes it ideal for regular training sessions, while our shape-retaining  
Endurance10 fabric with Creora HighClo ensures it fits like new for longer. 

Features 

• Racerback design - aids shoulder movement and offers increased back coverage 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Hyperboom Placement Racerback 
8-12319G716 Black / USA Charcoal 

Hyperboom Placement Racerback 

Iconic Speedo branding. Inspired by our heritage, this stylish black Racerback swimsuit features an  
intricately lined Speedo Boom graphic and a medium cut leg. Perfect for your workout, the wide straps of  
the racerback design sit between your shoulder blades for comfort and flexibility, while a bust shelf liner  
adds support. Soft, stretchy fabric makes it ideal for regular training sessions, while our shape-retaining  
Endurance10 fabric with Creora HighClo ensures it fits like new for longer. 

Features 

• Racerback design - aids shoulder movement and offers increased back coverage 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83812319G751 

Price: $ 499 Style: 83812319G716 

Price: $ 499 
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Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Hyperboom Splice Muscleback 
8-13516G720 Black / Electric Pink / Ecstatic Pink 

Hyperboom Splice Muscleback 

Make a statement in Boom logo prints. Celebrating the Speedo brand, this sporty Muscleback features  
flattering shaped side panel splices of our ‘shattered’ Boom logo print in intense shades of pink and black.  
The muscleback design and medium leg offer flexibility and freedom of movement, so you can rock your  
workout in comfort. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, the suit features our new ECO  
Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Muscleback design - offers flexibility and freedom of movement, so you can swim in comfort 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

• 50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Hyperboom Splice Muscleback 
8-13516G719 True Navy / Blue Flame / Pool 

Hyperboom Splice Muscleback 

Make a statement in Boom logo prints. Celebrating the Speedo brand, this sporty Muscleback features  
flattering shaped side panel splices of our ‘shattered’ Boom logo print in vivid shades of blue and navy.  
The muscleback design and medium leg offer flexibility and freedom of movement, so you can rock your  
workout in comfort. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, the suit features our new ECO  
Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Muscleback design - offers flexibility and freedom of movement, so you can swim in comfort 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

• 50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

• Asian Fit 

Style: 83813516G720 

Price: $ 499 

Style: 83813516G719 

Price: $ 499 
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Hyperboom Splice Legsuit 
8-12453G720 Black / Electric Pink / Ecstatic Pink 

Hyperboom Splice Legsuit 

Make a statement in Boom logo prints. Celebrating the Speedo brand, this sporty Legsuit features  
flattering shaped side panel splices of our ‘shattered’ Boom logo print in intense shades of pink and black.  
A bust shelf liner ensures you feel supported during your workout. Designed to be durable and better for  
the environment, the legsuit features our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant,  
quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Legsuit - perfect for swimmers looking for extra coverage 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

• 50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Hyperboom Splice Swimdress 
8-12937G720 Black / Electric Pink / Ecstatic Pink 

Hyperboom Splice Swimdress 

Elevate your training with iconic Speedo branding. Bring a touch of Speedo heritage to the pool with the  
Boom Splice Logo Swimdress, featuring a splice of our Speedo Boom logo in a pink vertical repeat  
pattern. Stylish and sporty, the dress includes a combined brief under the skirt, plus a high neck and zip-  
up feature back. Removable bra pads add shape and provide modesty. Designed to be durable and better  
for the environment, the suit features our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant,  
quick-drying and developed using 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• High neck and zip back design 

• Combined brief under skirt 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83812453G720 

Price: $ 599 

Style: 83812937G720 

Price: $ 699 

Placement Muscleback 
8-12932G704 Black / Neon Orchid / Fluo  
Tangerine 

Placement Muscleback 

Streamlined, tech inspired aesthetics. This sporty black Muscleback features a dynamic curved side panel  
design spliced with fluro orange. The muscleback style offers flexibility during your fitness training and  
includes a medium neck and back opening so you feel confident and secure as you move through your  
workout. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, the suit features our new ECO  Endurance+ 
fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Muscleback design - offers flexibility and freedom of movement, so you can swim in comfort 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

• 50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83812932G704 

Price: $ 499 

Plastisol Laneback 
8-11457C733 Black / Neon Orchid 

Plastisol Laneback 

Stylish performance swimwear. Power through your workout wearing our flattering black Laneback  
swimsuit with contrasting pink straps and graphic tech inspired panel detailing. The medium cut leg and  
bust underband ensure you feel comfortable and supported during your fitness training. Designed to be  
durable and better for the environment, the suit features our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100%  
chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Laneback design - offers flexibility and freedom of movement, so you can swim in comfort 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

• 50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83811457C733 

Price: $ 499 



Medley Logo Medalist 1PC 
8-13518B441 Black / Siren Red 

Medley Logo Medalist 1PC 

Speedo Essentials –  everything you need for a great swim. Cruise through training wearing our stylish  
Medley Medalist swimsuit, which features an eye-catching kinetic wave plastisol print and colour-pop  
seams and straps. The medalist design is a Speedo classic and aids shoulder movement and flexibility, so  
you’re comfortable during training. Ideal for regular pool sessions, our ECO EnduraFlex fabric offers higher  
chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics and fits like new for longer with CREORA® HighClo™.  
Made from 100% recycled waste fabric, so it’s better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Medalist design - aids shoulder movement and flexibility, making this suit ideal for training 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape Retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO EnduraFlex 

80% Recycled Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo)  

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Medley Logo Medalist 1PC  
8-13518A274 Black / Tile 

Medley Logo Medalist 1PC 

Speedo Essentials –  everything you need for a great swim. Cruise through training wearing our stylish  
Medley Medalist swimsuit, which features an eye-catching kinetic wave plastisol print and colour-pop  
seams and straps. The medalist design is a Speedo classic and aids shoulder movement and flexibility, so  
you’re comfortable during training. Ideal for regular pool sessions, our ECO EnduraFlex fabric offers higher  
chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics and fits like new for longer with CREORA® HighClo™.  
Made from 100% recycled waste fabric, so it’s better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Medalist design - aids shoulder movement and flexibility, making this suit ideal for training 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape Retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO EnduraFlex 

80% Recycled Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo)  

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83813518B441 

Price: $ 459 

Style: 83813518A274 

Price: $ 459 

Colourblock Splice Muscleback 
8-12944G723 Black / USA Charcoal / Siren Red 

Colourblock Splice Muscleback 

Everything you need for a great swim. With a modest back and visually slimming side panels, this  
flattering Muscleback swimsuit is perfect for regular pool use and includes removable bra pads for extra  
modesty and support. The muscleback style offers flexibility and freedom of movement so you can swim  
in comfort. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, our shape-retaining  
Endurance10 fabric fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™. 

Features 

• Muscleback design - offers flexibility and freedom of movement, so you can swim in comfort 

• Splice panels create a flattering shape 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83812944G723 

Price: $ 459 

Colourblock Splice Muscleback 
8-12944G725 Black / Tile / Neon Orchid 

Colourblock Splice Muscleback 

Everything you need for a great swim. With a modest back and visually slimming side panels, this  
flattering Muscleback swimsuit is perfect for regular pool use and includes removable bra pads for extra  
modesty and support. The muscleback style offers flexibility and freedom of movement so you can swim  
in comfort. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, our shape-retaining  
Endurance10 fabric fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™. 

Features 

• Muscleback design - offers flexibility and freedom of movement, so you can swim in comfort 

• Splice panels create a flattering shape 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83812944G725 

Price: $ 459 
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Colourblock Splice Short Sleeve Extra Low Leg  
8-12947G725 Black / Tile / Neon Orchid 

Colourblock Splice Short Sleeve Extra Low Leg 

Everything you need for a great swim. Invigorate your training wearing the stylish Short Sleeve Colourblock  
swimsuit from our much-loved Speedo Essentials range. Offering a high-fashion, streamlined look with an  
extra-low leg for enhanced coverage, it includes visually slimming splice panels and removable bra pads  
for a flattering shape. The zip-up back includes a puller, so you won’t struggle getting changed. Offering  
higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, our shape-retaining Endurance10 fabric fits  
like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™. 

Features 

• Short sleeve style and extra low leg for great coverage 

• Splice panels create a flattering shape 

• Back zip with puller for ease when changing 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Colourblock Splice Legsuit 
8-12946G723 Black / USA Charcoal / Siren Red 

Colourblock Splice Legsuit 

Speedo Essentials –  everything you need for a great swim. Invigorate your training wearing the  
Colourblock Legsuit from our much-loved Speedo Essentials range. Sleek and stylish, the suit offers  
higher coverage than standard swimwear and includes visually slimming splice panels and removable bra  
pads for a flattering shape. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, our  
shape-retaining Endurance10 fabric fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™. 

Features 

• Ideal for swimmers seeking more legsuit than a standard swimsuit 

• Splice panels create a flattering shape 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Colourblock Splice Tankini 
8-12945G725 Black / Tile / Neon Orchid 

Colourblock Splice Tankini 

Speedo Essentials –  everything you need for a great swim. Invigorate your training wearing the  
Colourblock Tankini from our much-loved Speedo Essentials range. Sleek and stylish, the high coverage  
top features visually slimming splice panels and removable bra pads for a flattering shape, whilst the boy-  
leg short offers greater coverage than briefs. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear  
fabrics, our shape-retaining Endurance10 fabric fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™. 

Features 

• High coverage top and boyleg short 

• Splice panels create a flattering shape 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83812947G725 

Price: $ 699 

Style: 83812946G723 

Price: $ 599 

Style: 83812945G725 

Price: $ 599 

Placement Extra Low Leg 
8-10397G749 Black / Neon Orchid / Diva / Fluo  
Orange 

Placement Extra Low Leg 

Performance swimwear. Feel confident during your workout wearing our extra low leg swimsuit, which  
features flattering coloured side panels that visually slim the body. Longer than standard swimsuits, it’s  
ideal for swimmers seeking greater leg coverage and includes removable bra pads for shape and  
modesty. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, it’s made from our new ECO Endurance+  
fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Flattering printed side panels give slimming effect 

• Ideal for swimmers seeking greater leg coverage than a standard swimsuit 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83810397G749 

Price: $ 599 
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Panel Tankini 
8-13510G730 Black / Neon Orchid / Diva 

Panel Tankini 

Stylish performance swimwear. Train in style and comfort wearing our sleek black Tankini featuring a  
vivid purple and pink side panel print. Universally flattering, the Tankini delivers extra coverage with the  
flexibility of a two-piece and includes a boy leg short with drawstring waist. A bust shelf liner within the  
tankini top provides light bust support during your workout. Designed to be durable and better for the  
environment, the tankini features our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-  
drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Tankini set suits variety of body types and lengths 

• Boyleg short with drawstring waist for greater coverage 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83813510G730 

Price: $ 599 

Scoopneck Tankini 
8-13523A274 Black / Tile 

Scoopneck Tankini 

Stylish, modest swimwear. Balancing coverage with extra flexibility, this sleek Scoop Neck Tankini  
features a longer length short for greater leg coverage in the pool and beach. Contrasting blue seam lines  
give the tankini a high-performance look, whilst removable bra pads provide comfort and modesty. 
Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, our shape-retaining Endurance10  
fabric fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™. 

Features 

• Balances coverage with flexibility 

• Longer length short for increased upper leg coverage 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83813523A274 

Price: $ 599 

Zip-Through Top & Jammer Set 
8-12954A314 Black / Beautiful Blue / White 

Zip-Through Top & Jammer Set 

High coverage swimwear. A sleek alternative to a legsuit, this two-piece top and jammer set offers high  
coverage for sessions by the pool and sea. Stylish in black, the set includes contrasting seams which  
visually contour the body. The long-sleeve top includes removable bra pads for a flattering shape and a  
zip-front for easy changing. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, our  
shape-retaining Endurance10 fabric fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™. 

Features 

• High body coverage 

• Zip front top 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83812954A314 

Price: $ 799 
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Eco Endurance+ Medalist  
8-135170001 Black 

Eco Endurance+ Medalist 

Our classic medalist swimsuit, now with better eco-credentials. We’ve updated our much-loved  
Endurance+ Medalist swimsuit using our super-durable new ECO Endurance+ fabric. Retaining the same  
cut and fit you love with great shoulder movement and flexibility, it’s now made from 50% recycled  
materials. Quick to dry and 100% chlorine resistant, it’s ideal for regular training sessions. 

Features 

• Medalist design - aids shoulder movement and flexibility, making this suit ideal for training 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

• 50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Eco Endurance+ Medalist  
8-13517D740 True Navy 

Eco Endurance+ Medalist 

Our classic medalist swimsuit, now with better eco-credentials. We’ve updated our much-loved navy  
Endurance+ Medalist swimsuit using our super-durable new ECO Endurance+ fabric. Retaining the same  
cut and fit you love with great shoulder movement and flexibility, it’s now made from 50% recycled  
materials. Quick to dry and 100% chlorine resistant, it’s ideal for regular training sessions. 

Features 

• Medalist design - aids shoulder movement and flexibility, making this suit ideal for training 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

• 50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

• Asian Fit 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 838135170001 

Price: $ 439 Style: 83813517D740 

Price: $ 439 
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Female /  Lifestyle – Animal Print 

Long Sleeve Swimsuit 
8-13519G739 Black / Hypersonic / Pool / Fluo  
Pink / White 

Long Sleeve Swimsuit 

Stylish swimwear for swim, surf and SUP. Walk on the wild side wearing the stunning Long Sleeve Paddle  
Suit, featuring an on-trend animal print and sleek black design. Made for all your beach adventures, the all-  
in-one suit includes a front zip opening and bust shelf liner for support. Offering full coverage across the  
chest, back and arms, it’s great for long days on and off the board. The ECO EnduraBrite fabric offers  
superb colour performance, so you can enjoy the vibrant animal print for longer. Offering higher chlorine  
resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, it fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is  
made from 100% recycled yarns. 

Features 

• Full chest, back and arm coverage 

• Front zip opening 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83813519G739 

Price: $ 799 
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Blouson Tankini 
8-13481G739 Black / Hypersonic / Pool / Fluo  
Pink / White 

Blouson Tankini 

Summer vibes, all year round. Look stylish and feel fantastic on the beach wearing the Blouson Tankini,  
which includes a connected loose blouson top over an inner crop top for fashionable, on-trend coverage.  
The inner crop top features our tropical print of exotic leafy palms and parrots, and the black brief  
includes a drawstring waist for a comfy and secure fit. Fully lined, it includes removable bra pads for  
comfort and shaping. Our ECO EnduraBrite fabric offers superb colour performance, so you can enjoy the  
tropical print for longer. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the tankini  
fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Bikini top is Fully Lined with Removable Bra Pads - for enchanced comfort and Modesty 
• Blouson layer over inner crop top - for stylish coverage 
• Drawstring waist brief - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Leg Height: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

Medium 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 4 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Fully Lined with Removable Bra Pads 

Style: 83813481G739 

Price: $ 699 

Volley 2PC 
8-13478G739 Black / Hypersonic / Pool / Fluo  
Pink / White 

Volley 2PC 

Walk on the wild side with exotic colours and prints. From pool to beach, this bold animal print two-piece  
adds a touch of exoticism to your look. The sporty back allows you to move in comfort while the brief’s  
drawstring waist provides a secure fit. Fully lined, the top includes removable bra pads. Our ECO Endura  
Brite fabric offers superb colour performance, so you can enjoy the vibrant animal print for longer. 
Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the Volley two-piece fits like new for  
longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled yarns. 

Features 

• Bikini top is Fully Lined with Removable Bra Pads - for enchanced comfort and Modesty 
• Drawstring waist brief - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Leg Height: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

Medium 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 4 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Fully Lined with Removable Bra Pads 

Style: 83813478G739 

Price: $ 599 

Volley Thinstrap 2PC 
8-13479G739 Black / Hypersonic / Pool / Fluo  
Pink / White 

Volley Thinstrap 2PC 

Walk on the wild side with exotic colours and prints. Ideal for sporty beach holidays and lounging by the  
pool, this sleek black Volley two-piece includes a layered effect design with splices of our bold animal-  
inspired print. The thin straps offer freedom to move during fun water activities, while the brief’s  
drawstring waist provides a secure fit. Fully lined, the top includes removable bra pads. Our ECO Endura  
Brite fabric offers superb colour performance, so you can enjoy the vibrant animal print for longer. 
Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the two-piece fits like new for longer  
with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled yarns. 

Features 

• Bikini top is Fully Lined with Removable Bra Pads - for enchanced comfort and Modesty 
• Drawstring waist brief - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Leg Height: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

Medium 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 4 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Fully Lined with Removable Bra Pads 

Style: 83813479G739 

Price: $ 599 



Logo Deep U Back 
8-12370G711 Dark Petrol / White 

Logo Deep U Back 

Walk on the wild side with exotic colours and prints. Whether you’re lounging or lane swimming, the bold  
animal print of this stunning Deep U-back swimsuit brings a touch of exoticism to the pool and beach. The  
scoop neck, deep U back and high cut leg provide an on-trend fit while the ECO Endura Brite fabric  
provides superb colour performance. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics,  
it fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and has been made from 100% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Scoop neck, U-back design 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83812370G711 

Price: $ 599 

Female /  Lifestyle – Animal Print 
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Triangle Bikini 
8-13480G711 Dark Petrol 

Triangle Bikini 

Summer vibes, all year round. Our classic Triangle Bikini was made for the beach and includes a pretty tie-  
back style with triangle top and removable bra pads for comfort and shaping. Our ECO EnduraBrite fabric  
offers superb colour performance, so you can enjoy the colour for longer. Offering higher chlorine  
resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the triangle bikini fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Tie-back triangle bikini - perfect for the beach 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Leg Height: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

Medium 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Fully Lined with Removable Bra Pads 

Style: 83813480G711 

Price: $ 599 

Printed Long Sleeve Swim Tee 
8-13492G738 Black / True Navy / Magenta /  
Salso / Fluo Pink 

Printed Long Sleeve Swim Tee 

Stylish swimwear for swim, surf and SUP. Escape to exotic lands, real or imagined, wearing our relaxed-fit  
Long Sleeve Swim Tee, featuring a paradise-inspired mix of palm leaves and animal print. Ideal for the  
beach and board, the Tee includes long sleeves and UPF40+ fabric sun protection to keep you protected in  
and out of the water. The ECO EnduraBrite fabric offers superb colour performance, so you can enjoy the  
vibrant print for longer. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, it fits like new  
for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled materials so is better for the  
environment too. 

Features 

• Great for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Relaxed fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 4 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 83813492G738 

Price: $ 559 



Female /  Lifestyle – Palm & Parrot 
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Long Sleeve Swimsuit 
8-12360G731 Black / Fluo Pink / Lapis Blue /  
Mercurial Blue 

Long Sleeve Swimsuit 

Stylish swimwear for swim, surf and Stand-Up Paddleboarding. Our stylish Long Sleeve Paddle Suit has a  
sleek black design that features panels of our tropical foliage print. Made for all your beach adventures,  
the all-in-one suit includes a front zip opening and removable bra pads for modesty and support. Offering  
full coverage across the chest, back and arms, it’s great for long days on and off the board. Designed to  
be durable and better for the environment, the Paddle Suit is made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric  
which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and is made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Full chest and arm coverage 

• Front zip opening 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83812360G731 

Price: $ 799 

Panel Hydrasuit 
8-13520G731 Black / Fluo Pink / Lapis Blue /  
Mercurial Blue 

Panel Hydrasuit 

Stylish swimwear for swim, surf and SUP. Sleek and modern, the Turbo Suit offers a streamlined, high  
fashion look and includes panels of our tropical print with exotic leafy palms and parrots. The high front  
and back provide increased coverage, while the front zip allows for easy changing. A double lined bust  
shelf ensures your comfort and support. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, it’s made  
from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric, which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and is made from 50%  
recycled materials. 

Features 

• High front & back coverage 

• Front zip for greater ease to get in and out of 

• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% Pbt 

3 

30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46 

Style: 83813520G731 

Price: $ 799 

Printed Short Sleeve Rash Top 
8-13197G731 Black / Fluo Pink / Lapis Blue /  
Mercurial Blue 

Printed Short Sleeve Rash Top 

Sun protection swimwear for the beach, board and beyond. Snug-fitting in a pull-on style, this Short Sleeve  
Rash top features our exotic palm and parrot print design. Flatlock seams on the top create a comfy fit  
against the body, while the UPF40+ fabric sun protection keeps you protected during long days in and out  
of the water. The top includes a board short loop, so you can attach it to your board shorts or leggings for  
a secure fit during active sea sessions. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, the top is  
made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric, which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made is  
from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Pull-on rash top - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Flatlocked seams - for a comfortable fit against the body 
• Board short loop - connect to short or legging drawstring for extra secure fit 
• Snug fit 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Printed Long Sleeve Rash Top 
8-13198G731 Black / Fluo Pink / Lapis Blue /  
Mercurial Blue 

Printed Long Sleeve Rash Top 

Sun protection swimwear for the beach, board and beyond. Snug-fitting in a pull-on style, this Long Sleeve  
Rash top features our exotic palm and parrot print design. Flatlock seams on the top create a comfy fit  
against the body, while the UPF40+ fabric sun protection keeps you protected during long days in and out  
of the water. The top includes a board short loop, so you can attach it to your board shorts or leggings for  
a secure fit during active sea sessions. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, the top is  
made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric, which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and is made  
from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Pull-on rash top - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Flatlocked seams - for a comfortable fit against the body 
• Board short loop - connect to short or legging drawstring for extra secure fit 
• Snug fit 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 83813197G731 

Price: $ 499 

Style: 83813198G731 

Price: $ 559 



Printed Short 
8-13199G731 Black / Fluo Pink / Lapis Blue /  
Mercurial Blue 

Printed Short 

Summer vibes, all year round. Escape to exotic lands, real or imagined, with our black printed Short,  
featuring a splice of our exotic palm and parrot print design. Ideal for wearing on holiday, in the surf or in  
the pool, the short includes a deep waistband for a comfy fit. Designed to be durable and better for the  
environment, it’s made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric, which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-  
drying and is made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Deep waistband - for a secure and comfortable fit 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Printed 3/4 Pant 
8-13200G731 Black / Fluo Pink / Lapis Blue /  
Mercurial Blue 

Printed 3/4 Pant 

Summer vibes, all year round. Escape to exotic lands, real or imagined, with our 3/4 Pant, featuring a  
splice of our exotic palm and parrot print design. Ideal for fun times on the board and beach, the capri-  
length pant includes UPF40+ fabric sun protection to keep you protected in and out of the water. A deep  
waistband provides a comfy fit while the drawstring ensures a great fit. Designed to be durable and better  
for the environment, it’s made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric, which is 100% chlorine resistant,  
quick-drying and and is made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Deep waistband - for a secure and comfortable fit 
• Drawstring waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Height: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

Capri Length 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 83813199G731 

Price: $ 339 

Style: 83813200G731 

Price: $ 499 

Printed Legging 
8-13201G731 Black / Fluo Pink / Lapis Blue /  
Mercurial Blue 

Printed Legging 

Summer vibes, all year round. Escape to exotic lands, real or imagined, with our printed Legging featuring  
a splice of our exotic palm and parrot print design. Ideal for fun times on the board and beach, the legging  
includes UPF40+ fabric sun protection to keep you protected in and out of the water. A deep waistband  
provides a comfy fit while the drawstring ensures a great fit. Designed to be durable and better for the  
environment, it’s made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric, which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-  
drying and is made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Deep waistband - for a secure and comfortable fit 
• Drawstring waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Height: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

Full Length 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 83813201G731 

Price: $ 559 

Female /  Lifestyle – Palm & Parrot 
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Female /  Lifestyle – Tropical Foliage 

Digital Placement U Back 
8-10943G727 Blue Flame / Fluo Pink / Fluo  
Tangerine / Black / White 

Digital Placement U Back 

Summer vibes, all year round. Escape to exotic lands, real or imagined, with our stunning U-Back swimsuit,  
featuring a saturated sunset sky and tropical palm digital print. Perfect for beach escapes and lounging  
poolside, it includes a scoop neck and U-back design. ECO EnduraBrite fabric offers superb colour  
performance, so you can enjoy the vibrant colours for longer. Offering higher chlorine resistance than  
standard swimwear fabrics, it fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100%  
recycled materials. 

Features 

• Scoop neck, U-back design 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83810943G727 

Price: $ 599 

Logo Deep U Back 
8-12370A657 Fluo Pink / White 

Logo Deep U Back 

Walk on the wild side with exotic colours and prints. Whether you’re lounging or lane swimming, the bold  
animal print of this stunning Deep U-back swimsuit brings a touch of exoticism to the pool and beach. The  
scoop neck, deep U back and high cut leg provide an on-trend fit while the ECO Endura Brite fabric  
provides superb colour performance. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics,  
it fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and has been made from 100% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Scoop neck, U-back design 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83812370A657 

Price: $ 599 
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Volley 2PC 
8-13478A657 Fluo Pink 

Volley 2PC 

Walk on the wild side with exotic colours and prints. From pool to beach, this brightly-coloured Volley two-  
piece with tropical foliage print adds a touch of exoticism to your look. The sporty back allows you to  
move in comfort while the brief’s drawstring waist provides a secure fit. Fully lined, the top includes  
removable bra pads. Our ECO Endura Brite fabric offers superb colour performance, so you can enjoy the  
vibrant print for longer. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the two-piece  
fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled yarns. 

Features 

• Bikini top is Fully Lined with Removable Bra Pads - for enchanced comfort and Modesty 
• Drawstring waist brief - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Leg Height: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

Medium 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Fully Lined with Removable Bra Pads 

Style: 83813478A657 

Price: $ 599 

Volley 2PC 
8-13478G738 True Navy / Magenta / Salso / Fluo  
Pink 

Volley 2PC 

Walk on the wild side with exotic colours and prints. From pool to beach, this brightly-coloured Volley two-  
piece with tropical foliage print adds a touch of exoticism to your look. The sporty back allows you to  
move in comfort while the brief’s drawstring waist provides a secure fit. Fully lined, the top includes  
removable bra pads. Our ECO Endura Brite fabric offers superb colour performance, so you can enjoy the  
vibrant print for longer. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the two-piece  
fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled yarns. 

Features 

• Bikini top is Fully Lined with Removable Bra Pads - for enchanced comfort and Modesty 
• Drawstring waist brief - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Leg Height: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

Medium 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 4 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Fully Lined with Removable Bra Pads 

Style: 83813478G738 

Price: $ 599 



Volley Thinstrap 2PC 
8-13479G738 Black / True Navy / Magenta /  
Salso / Fluo Pink 

Volley Thinstrap 2PC 

Summer vibes, all year round. Ideal for sporty beach holidays and lounging by the pool, this sleek black  
Volley two-piece features splices of our bold tropical foliage design. The thin straps offer freedom to  
move during fun water activities, while the brief’s drawstring waist provides a secure fit. Fully lined, the  
top includes removable bra pads which shape and support. Our ECO EnduraBrite fabric offers superb  
colour performance, so you can enjoy the vibrant print for longer. Offering higher chlorine resistance than  
standard swimwear fabrics, the two-piece fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made  
from 100% recycled yarns. 

Features 

• Bikini top is Fully Lined with Removable Bra Pads - for enchanced comfort and Modesty 
• Drawstring waist brief - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Leg Height: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

Medium 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 4 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Fully Lined with Removable Bra Pads 

Triangle Bikini 
8-13480G738 True Navy / Magenta / Salso / Fluo  
Pink 

Triangle Bikini 

Walk on the wild side with exotic colours and prints. Bring a touch of animal magnetism to the beach with  
this head-turning animal print Triangle Bikini in a classic tie-back style with triangle bikini top and  
removable bra pads. Our ECO EnduraBrite fabric offers superb colour performance, so you can enjoy the  
vibrant animal print for longer. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the  
triangle bikini fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Tie-back triangle bikini - perfect for the beach 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Leg Height: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

Medium 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 4 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Fully Lined with Removable Bra Pads 

Style: 83813479G738 

Price: $ 599 
Style: 83813480G738 

Price: $ 599 

Female /  Lifestyle – Tropical Foliage 
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Female /  Lifestyle - Floral 

Floral Short Sleeve Open Back Swimdress  

8-13571G575 Blue / White Floral 

Style: 83813571G575 

Price: $ 699 

Floral Long Sleeve Wrap Back Extra Low Leg 1PC 

8-13572G575 Blue / White Floral 

Designed specifically for 18-28 female who love nature. Social-friendly & playful design, good quality 
with eye-catching color mixes will definitely a hot pick for leisure or enjoy fun in water. 

Features 

• Long sleeve in flora print 

• High Nect and wrap back design for stylish coverage 

• Front zip design to customize different look 

• Extra low leg provides extra coverage 

• Removable Bra pads 

• Asian Fit 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 83813572G575 

Price: $ 599 

Flora Crossback Panel 1PC 
8-12206G575 Blue / White Floral 

Style: 83812206G575 

Price: $ 599 

Designed specifically for 18-28 female who love nature. Social-friendly & playful design, good quality 
with eye-catching color mixes will definitely a hot pick for leisure or enjoy fun in water. 

Features 

• Feminine swim dress offers extra coverage 

• Short sleeve in floral print 

• High Neck and special back design for stylish coverage 

• Removable Bra pads 

• Asian Fit 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Designed specifically for 18-28 female who love nature. Social-friendly & playful design, good quality 
with eye-catching color mixes will definitely a hot pick for leisure or enjoy fun in water. 

Features 

• Illusion V-neckline to visually lengthen the body 

• Crossback design allows for maximum freedom of movement 

• Low leg style 

• Removable Bra pads 

• Asian Fit 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 
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Female /  Lifestyle - Sport 

Long Sleeve 1PC 

8-11602G832 Navy / Black / Pink 

Style: 83811602G832 

Price: $ 699 

Long Sleeve 1PC 

8-116023968 Black / Blue 

Designed specifically for 18-28 female who love sports and sociality, searching for newness and sharing 
with friends, keeping eyes on trends but will not follow blindly. Quality and details lover. 

Feature 

• Front zip design to customize different look 

• Color contrasting side panel creating a slimming effect 

• Long sleeve for extra coverage 

• Removable Bra pads 

• Asian Fit 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 838116023968 

Price: $ 699 

Designed specifically for 18-28 female who love sports and sociality, searching for newness and sharing 
with friends, keeping eyes on trends but will not follow blindly. Quality and details lover. 

Feature 

• Front zip design to customize different look 

• Color contrasting side panel creating a slimming effect 

• Long sleeve for extra coverage 

• Removable Bra pads 

• Asian Fit 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Cross U-Back Short Sleeve 1P 

8-12578G831 Navy / Pink / 

Style: 83812578G831 

Price: $ 699 

Cross U-Back Short Sleeve 1PC 

8-125783968 Black / Blue 

Designed specifically for 18-28 female who love sports and sociality, searching for newness and sharing 
with friends, keeping eyes on trends but will not follow blindly. Quality and details lover. 

Feature 

• Classic high neck with retro logo 

• Deep U-back with delicate back strap detailing 

• Short sleeve for added coverage 

• Removable Bra pads 

• Asian Fit 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Style: 838125783968 

Price: $ 699 

Designed specifically for 18-28 female who love sports and sociality, searching for newness and sharing 
with friends, keeping eyes on trends but will not follow blindly. Quality and details lover. 

Feature 

• Classic high neck with retro logo 

• Deep U-back with delicate back strap detailing 

• Short sleeve for added coverage 

• Removable Bra pads 

• Asian Fit 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 
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Female /  Lifestyle - Sport 

Sporty Retro 1PC 

8-13574G829 White / Black / Blue 

Style: 83813574G829 

Price: $ 699 

Designed specifically for 18-28 female who love sports and sociality, searching for newness and sharing 
with friends, keeping eyes on trends but will not follow blindly. Quality and details lover. 

Feature 

• Front zip design to customize different look 

• Color contrasting side panel and waistband for increased femineity 

• Unique strap and back details for a stylish look 

• Removable Bra pads 

• Asian Fit 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Sporty Swimwear 1PC 

8-135783968 Black / Blue 

Style: 838135783968 

Price: $ 459 

Designed specifically for 18-28 female who love sports and sociality, searching for newness and sharing 
with friends, keeping eyes on trends but will not follow blindly. Quality and details lover. 

Feature 

• Thin strap design for maximum freedom of movement 

• Unique back detail and contract straps for a stylish look 

• Color contrasting seam with retro logo 

• Removable Bra pads 

• Asian Fit 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Sporty Zipr Short Sleeve Swmdress 

8-135753503 Black / White 

Style: 838135753503 

Price: $ 699 

Designed specifically for 18-28 female who love sports and sociality, searching for newness and sharing 
with friends, keeping eyes on trends but will not follow blindly. Quality and details lover. 

Feature 

• Front zip design to customize different look 

• Special back construction for a feminine fitness look 

• Short sleeve for added coverage 

• Removable Bra pads 

• Asian Fit 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Sporty Retro 1PC 

8-13574G830 White / Black / Blue 

Style: 83813574G830 

Price: $ 699 

Designed specifically for 18-28 female who love sports and sociality, searching for newness and sharing 
with friends, keeping eyes on trends but will not follow blindly. Quality and details lover. 

Feature 

• Front zip design to customize different look 

• Color contrasting side panel and waistband for increased femineity 

• Unique strap and back details for a stylish look 

• Removable Bra pads 

• Asian Fit 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 
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Female /  Lifestyle - Sport 

Sporty Swimwear 1PC 

8-13578G831 Navy / Pink / Purple 

Style: 83813578G831 

Price: $ 459 

Designed specifically for 18-28 female who love sports and sociality, searching for newness and sharing 
with friends, keeping eyes on trends but will not follow blindly. Quality and details lover. 

Feature 

• Thin strap design for maximum freedom of movement 

• Unique back detail and contract straps for a stylish look 

• Color contrasting seam with retro logo 

• Removable Bra pads 

• Asian Fit 

• Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 

• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes: 

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora Highclo) 

3 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 
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Female /  Lifestyle – Sun Protection 

Short Sleeve Swim Tee 
8-134880001 Black / White 

Short Sleeve Swim Tee 

Stylish sun protection swimwear. Come rain or shine, this relaxed-fit Short Sleeve Swim Tee from our  
Essentials range has you covered and can be worn outdoors or in the pool. Offering fabric sun protection  
of UPF40+ and a comfy, relaxed fit, it’s ideal for active beach days spent in and out of the water. Our ECO  
EnduraBrite fabric offers superb colour performance, so you can enjoy the black colour for longer. 
Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the swim tee fits like new for longer  
with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled materials so it better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Great for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Relaxed fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Short Sleeve Swim Tee 
8-134880003 White / Black 

Short Sleeve Swim Tee 

Stylish sun protection swimwear. Come rain or shine, this relaxed-fit Short Sleeve Swim Tee from our  
Essentials range has you covered and can be worn outdoors or in the pool. Offering fabric sun protection  
of UPF40+ and a comfy, relaxed fit, it’s ideal for active beach days spent in and out of the water. Offering  
higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the swim tee fits like new for longer with  
CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled materials so it better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Great for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Relaxed fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 838134880001 

Price: $ 399 

Style: 838134880003 

Price: $ 399 



Short Sleeve Rash Top 
8-131893503 Black / White 

Short Sleeve Rash Top 

Stylish sun protection swimwear. Come rain or shine, this Short Sleeve Rash Top from our Essentials  
range has you covered. Snug-fitting in a pull-on style, it features flatlocked seams for a comfortable fit  
against the body and includes UPF40+ fabric sun protection –  ideal for active beach days spent in and out  
of the water. Made using our ECO EnduraBrite fabric for superb colour performance. Offering higher  
chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the rash top fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled materials so it better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Pull-on rash top - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Flatlocked seams - for a comfortable fit against the body 
• Snug fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Short Sleeve Rash Top 
8-13189C492 Tile / White 

Short Sleeve Rash Top 

Stylish sun protection swimwear. Come rain or shine, this Short Sleeve Rash Top from our Essentials  
range has you covered. Snug-fitting in a pull-on style, it features flatlocked seams for a comfortable fit  
against the body and includes UPF40+ fabric sun protection –  ideal for active beach days spent in and out  
of the water. Made using our ECO EnduraBrite fabric for superb colour performance. Offering higher  
chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the rash top fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled materials so it better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Pull-on rash top - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Flatlocked seams - for a comfortable fit against the body 
• Snug fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Long Sleeve Rash Top 
8-131903503 Black / White 

Long Sleeve Rash Top 

Stylish sun protection swimwear. Come rain or shine, this Long Sleeve Rash Top from our Essentials range  
has you covered. Snug-fitting in a pull-on style, it features flatlocked seams for a comfortable fit against  
the body, and includes UPF40+ fabric sun protection –  ideal for active beach days spent in and out of the  
water. Made using our ECO EnduraBrite fabric for superb colour performance. Offering higher chlorine  
resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the rash top fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™  
and is made from 100% recycled materials so it better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Pull-on rash top - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Flatlocked seams - for a comfortable fit against the body 
• Snug fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 838131893503 

Price: $ 399 
Style: 83813189C492 

Price: $ 399 

Style: 838131903503 

Price: $ 459 
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Long Sleeve Rash Top 
8-13190D870 True Navy / White 

Long Sleeve Rash Top 

Stylish sun protection swimwear. Come rain or shine, this Long Sleeve Rash Top from our Essentials range  
has you covered. Snug-fitting in a pull-on style, it features flatlocked seams for a comfortable fit against  
the body, and includes UPF40+ fabric sun protection –  ideal for active beach days spent in and out of the  
water. Made using our ECO EnduraBrite fabric for superb colour performance. Offering higher chlorine  
resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the rash top fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™  
and is made from 100% recycled materials so it better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Pull-on rash top - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Flatlocked seams - for a comfortable fit against the body 
• Snug fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 83813190D870 

Price: $ 459 



Zip Long Sleeve Top 
8-134890001 Black / White 

Zip Long Sleeve Top 

Stylish sun protection swimwear. Come rain or shine, this snug-fit Zip Front Rash Top from our Essentials  
range has you covered. With long sleeves and fabric sun protection of UPF40+, it’s ideal for active beach  
days spent in and out of the water, and includes a zip-up front for easy changing. Made using our ECO  
EnduraBrite fabric for superb colour performance. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard  
swimwear fabrics, it fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled  
materials so it better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Zip Front Rash Top - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Long sleeves for greater coverage 
• Snug fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 838134890001 

Price: $ 539 
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Deluxe Long Sleeve Rash Top 

Features 
- UV protection fabrics rated UPF 50+, maximum UV sun protection for apparel! 
- Quick dry, soft hand feel and lightweight fabrics 
- 4-way stretch for maximum comfort and freedom of movement 
- Made from chlorine resistant fabrics to last longer in chlorinated pools 
- Sun protection range with flatlock seams and repositioned seamlines to help reduce 

chafing and irritation 
- Tight Fit: feels like a second skin and the perfect choice for all water sports activities 

Fabric 

Composition:  

Available Sizes: 

86% Polyester 14% Spandex 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Style : 

838SOJ21009BKTWP 

Retail Price : $ 559 

Deluxe Long Sleeve Cropped Rash Top 

Features 
- UV protection fabrics rated UPF 50+, maximum UV sun protection for apparel! 
- Quick dry, soft hand feel and lightweight fabrics 
- 4-way stretch for maximum comfort and freedom of movement 
- Made from chlorine resistant fabrics to last longer in chlorinated pools 
- Sun protection range with flatlock seams and repositioned seamlines to help reduce 

chafing and irritation 
- Tight Fit: feels like a second skin and the perfect choice for all water sports activities 

Fabric Composition:  

Available Sizes: 

86% Polyester 14% Spandex 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL L 

Style : 838SOJ21093KTWP 

Retail Price : $ 559 

Thermal Female L/S Rash Guard 

Features 
- Activewear for extra protection and warmth in cooler weather situations 
- Outside layer with Water repellent treatment to help to regulate body temperature 
- UV protection rated UPF50+, maximum UV sun protection for apparel! 
- Brushed inner layer providing a soft touch feeling for extra comfort 
- 4-way stretch providing great flexibility 
- Tight fit: feels like a second skin and the perfect choice for all water sports activities 

92% Polyester 8% Spandex 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Style : 838SOJ20002HBKPR 

Retail Price : $ 599 

Fabric Composition:  

Available Sizes: 



Style : 238SOJ21054SGBK 

Retail Price : $ 459 
Style : 238SOJ21073SGBK 

Retail Price : $ 599 

Active Female L/S Pullover 

Features 
- Activewear range suitable pre/post event & training – Open Water / Swim Lifestyle 
- Quick dry, silky hand feel and Ultra-lightweight fabrics tops 
- 4-way stretch for maximum comfort and freedom of movement 

Fabric Composition:  

Available Sizes: 

95% Polyester 5% Spandex 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL L 

Active Female L/S Hoodie with Zipper 

95% Polyester 5% Spandex  

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL 

Fabric Composition:  

Available Sizes: 

Features 
- Activewear range suitable pre/post event & training – Open Water / Swim Lifestyle 
- Quick dry, silky hand feel and Ultra-lightweight fabrics tops 
- 4-way stretch for maximum comfort and freedom of movement 

L21 

Surf Vest 

Features 
- Wetsuit range suitable for indoor and outdoor water activities UV protection rated UPF 

50+, maximum UV sun protection for apparel! 
- Ultra stretch Neoprene for maximum comfort and freedom of movement, offering an 

extra layer of insulation and coverage, preventing your skin from scratches and friction 
- Suitable for suggested water temperature of 17-24°C / 62.6-75.2°F for 2mm neoprene or 

temperature of 22°C / 71.6°F or above for 1 mm neoprene. This is a guide only; weather 
conditions and sensitivity to the cold will affect the choice of equipment 

- Chlorine resistant  
- Quick dry, silky hand feel and Ultra-lightweight fabrics 
- Wetsuit range with flatlock seams and repositioned seamlines to help reduce chafing and 

irritation 

Fabric 

Composition:  

Available Sizes: 

Neoprene + 82% Polyester 18% Spandex 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL 

Style : 

838SOA21004BKTP 

Retail Price : $ 699 

Surf Vest 

Features 
- Wetsuit range suitable for indoor and outdoor water activities UV protection rated UPF 

50+, maximum UV sun protection for apparel! 
- Ultra stretch Neoprene for maximum comfort and freedom of movement, offering an 

extra layer of insulation and coverage, preventing your skin from scratches and friction 
- Suitable for suggested water temperature of 17-24°C / 62.6-75.2°F for 2mm neoprene or 

temperature of 22°C / 71.6°F or above for 1 mm neoprene. This is a guide only; weather 
conditions and sensitivity to the cold will affect the choice of equipment 

- Chlorine resistant  
- Quick dry, silky hand feel and Ultra-lightweight fabrics 
- Wetsuit range with flatlock seams and repositioned seamlines to help reduce chafing and 

irritation 

Fabric 

Composition:  

Available Sizes: 

Neoprene + 82% Polyester 18% Spandex 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL 

Style : 

838SOA21004BKGWP 

Retail Price : $ 699 



Surf Vest 

Features 
- Wetsuit range suitable for indoor and outdoor water activities UV protection rated UPF 

50+, maximum UV sun protection for apparel! 
- Ultra stretch Neoprene for maximum comfort and freedom of movement, offering an 

extra layer of insulation and coverage, preventing your skin from scratches and friction 
- Suitable for suggested water temperature of 17-24°C / 62.6-75.2°F for 2mm neoprene or 

temperature of 22°C / 71.6°F or above for 1 mm neoprene. This is a guide only; weather 
conditions and sensitivity to the cold will affect the choice of equipment 

- Chlorine resistant  
- Quick dry, silky hand feel and Ultra-lightweight fabrics 
- Wetsuit range with flatlock seams and repositioned seamlines to help reduce chafing and 

irritation 

Fabric 

Composition:  

Available Sizes: 

Neoprene + 82% Polyester 18% Spandex 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL 

Style : 

838SOA21020BKGWP 

Retail Price : $ 799 

L22 

Swim Legging 
8-131960001 Black / Oxid Grey 

Swim Legging 

Stylish sun protection swimwear. Ideal for outdoor swimming and beach days, this sleek Legging offers  
full leg coverage. Soft and stretchy, so you feel good in and out of the water. Made from our shape-  
retaining Endurance10 fabric which contains Creora HighClo so it fits like new for longer, plus a UPF 40+  
sun protection rating for great peace of mind outdoors. 

Features 

• Elasticated waistband - for a secure and comfortable fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy the water without feeling restricted 

• Sun protection - UPF 40+ 

Leg Height: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

Full Length  

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo) 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 838131960001 

Price: $ 459 

Swim 3/4 Pant 
8-131940001 Black / Oxid Grey 

Swim 3/4 Pant 

Stylish sun protection swimwear. Ideal for outdoor swimming and beach days, this sleek 3/4 Pant is  
perfect for swimmers seeking greater coverage than standard swimwear. Soft and stretchy, so you feel  
good in and out of the water. Made from our shape-retaining Endurance10 fabric which contains Creora  
HighClo so it fits like new for longer. Offering a sun protection rating of UPF 40+ for great peace of mind  
outdoors. 

Features 

• Elasticated waistband - for a secure and comfortable fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy the water without feeling restricted 

• Sun protection - UPF 40+ 

Leg Height: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

Capri Length  

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo) 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 838131940001 

Price: $ 419 

Thermal Female Full Length Pants 

Features 
- Activewear for extra protection and warmth in cooler weather situations 
- Outside layer with Water repellent treatment to help to regulate body temperature 
- UV protection rated UPF50+, maximum UV sun protection for apparel! 
- Brushed inner layer providing a soft touch feeling for extra comfort 
- 4-way stretch providing great flexibility 
- Tight fit: feels like a second skin and the perfect choice for all water sports activities 

92% Polyester 8% Spandex 

24, 26, 28,, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 

Style : 838SOJ21086BKPR 

Retail Price : $ 599 

Fabric Composition:  

Available Sizes: 



Female Swimwear XXS-XL 



Female Swimwear XXS-XL 
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23811752G657 Prime Leisure 16" Watershort M14

23811752G660 Prime Leisure 16" Watershort M14

23811760G604 Sport Printed 16" Watershort M17

23812432G604 Boom Logo 16" Watershort M16

23812432G823 Boom Logo 16" Watershort M16

238124330001 Essentials 16" Watershort M17

238124336446 Essentials 16" Watershort M17

238124338746 Essentials 16" Watershort M18

23812433C847 Essentials 16" Watershort M18

23812433D740 Essentials 16" Watershort M17

23812433D741 Essentials 16" Watershort M18

23812433G760 Essentials 16" Watershort M18

23812837G654 Printed Leisure 16" Watershort M14

23813454G662 Digital Printed Leisure 14" Watershort M12

23813454G663 Printed Leisure 14" Watershort M14

23813454G676 Digital Printed Leisure 14" Watershort M13

23813535F903 Sport Panel 16" Watershort M15

23813535G822 Sport Panel 16" Watershort M15

23813536F903 Sport Allover 18" Watershort M15

23813536G822 Sport Allover 18" Watershort M15

23813537G666 Retro 13" Watershort M16

23813537G667 Retro 13" Watershort M16

238SOJ21055SGBK SPEEDO ACTIVE MALE L/S SECOND SKIN SHIRT M22

238SOJ21074SGBK SPEEDO ACTIVE MALE L/S HOODIE WITH ZIPPER M22

83804510G689 Tech Panel Aquashort M04

83804510G813 Tech Panel Aquashort M04

83804512G689 Tech Panel Jammer M04

83804512G813 Tech Panel Jammer M04

838097349023 Hyper Boom Placement V-Cut Aquashort M05

838097359023 Hyper Boom Placement V-Cut Jammer M05

838097399177 Allover 7cm Brief M02

83809739G691 Medley Logo 7cm Brief M07

83809739G692 Medley Logo 7cm Brief M07

83811354G691 Medley Logo Aquashort M07

83811354G692 Medley Logo Aquashort M07

83811355G691 Medley Logo Jammer M08

83811355G692 Medley Logo Jammer M08

838113669177 Allover V-Cut Aquashort M02

838113679177 Allover V-Cut Jammer M02

83811742F902 Dive Aquashort M08

83811742G693 Dive Aquashort M08

838128229023 Boom Logo Splice Jammer M06

83812822C728 Boom Logo Splice Jammer M06

838128239023 Boom Logo Splice Aquashort M06

83812823C728 Boom Logo Splice Aquashort M06

838128249023 Boom Logo Splice 7cm Brief M05

83812824C728 Boom Logo Splice 7cm Brief M05

83812826F902 Dive Jammer M09

83812826G693 Dive Jammer M09

83813073G803 Geo Rip 5cm Allover Brief M02

838132093503 Long Sleeve Rash Top M22

83813209D870 Long Sleeve Rash Top M21

838132150001 Swim Legging M23

83813217G732 Printed Long Sleeve Rash Top M19

83813219G732 Printed Legging M19

838134420001 ECO Endurance + Pro Jammer M01

838134430001 ECO Endurance + Pro Mid Jammer M01

83813444G732 ECO Endurance+ Splice Jammer M03

83813444G812 ECO Endurance+ Splice Jammer M03

83813446G732 ECO Endurance+ Splice Aquashort M03

838134470001 ECO Endurance + Jammer M11

83813447D740 ECO Endurance + Jammer M11

838134480001 ECO Endurance + Aquashort M10
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83813448D740 ECO Endurance + Aquashort M10

838134490001 ECO Endurance + 7cm Brief M09

83813449D740 ECO Endurance + 7cm Brief M09

83813451G662 Escape Aquashort M12

83813451G676 Escape Aquashort M13

83813452G662 Escape 5cm Brief M12

83813452G676 Escape 5cm Brief M13

838134930003 Short Sleeve Swim Tee M20

838134940001 Zip Long Sleeve Top M22

83813495G604 Tech Short Sleeve Rash Top M20

83813496G733 Printed Short Sleeve Swim Tee M20

83813496G734 Printed Short Sleeve Swim Tee M20

83813497G735 Printed Long Sleeve Swim Tee M21

838135420001 ECO Endurance + V Cut Mid Jammer M10

838135440001 ECO Endurance + V Cut 17cm Brief M10

838SOA21003BKSN SPEEDO WETSUIT MALE L/S NEOPRENE JACKET M23

838SOJ20001HBKNT SPEEDO THERMAL MALE L/S RASH GUARD M23

838SOJ21005BKLFP SPEEDO DELUXE MALE L/S RASH GUARD M21

838SOJ21005BKOFP SPEEDO DELUXE MALE L/S RASH GUARD M21

838SOJ21006BKLFP SPEEDO DELUXE MALE S/S RASH GUARD M19

838SOJ21006BKOFP SPEEDO DELUXE MALE S/S RASH GUARD M19

838SOJ21085BKNT SPEEDO THERMAL MALE FULL PANTS M23



Male /  Fitness 

ECO Endurance + Pro Jammer  
8-134420001 Black 

ECO Endurance + Pro Jammer 

Performance swimwear. This tech inspired, sleek ECO Endurance+ Pro Jammer is packed with technical  
innovations that help take your training to the next level. Striking in black with a graduated iridescent  
sharkskin print, the jammer includes a silicone gripper waistband and a flat drawstring which sits within a  
dedicated waistband channel for a customised fit. The V-cut design with rubberised liner ensures you feel  
supported and comfortable, while anti-microbial technology keeps the jammer fresh swim after swim. 
Designed to be durable and better for the environment, it’s made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric  
which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials and has the added  
benefit of being finished with a water repellent and anti-microbial treatment. 

Features 

• Performance Waistband - silicone gripper elasticated waistband, designed for a comfortable, secure fit 
• Flat Drawstring - sits within dedicated waistband channel for additional security and customised fit 
• V-Cut Design - supportive cut with rubberised liner 

•C0 Water repellent treatment –  environmentally friendly PFOA-free treatment encourages water to roll  
off the surface, and gives a drier feel after your swim 
•Anti-microbial treatment with Sanitized®  Freshness –  inhibits bacterial growth, providing long-lasting  
freshness 
• 100% Chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

•50% Recycled Content –  one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled  
plastic bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

44cm 

ECO Endurance®  + Pro 

53% Recycled Polyester 47% PBT WR & AM finish  

2, 3, 4, 5 

ECO Endurance + Pro Mid Jammer  
8-134430001 Black 

ECO Endurance + Pro Mid Jammer 

Performance swimwear. This tech inspired, sleek ECO Endurance+ Mid Jammer is packed with technical  
innovations that help take your training to the next level. Striking in black with a graduated iridescent  
sharkskin print, the mid-length jammer includes a silicone gripper waistband and a flat drawstring which  
sits within a dedicated waistband channel for a customised fit. The V-cut design with rubberised liner  
ensures you feel supported and comfortable, while anti-microbial technology keeps the jammer fresh  
swim after swim. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, it’s made from our new ECO  
Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials  
and has the added benefit of being finished with a water repellent and anti-microbial treatment. 

Features 

• Performance Waistband - silicone gripper elasticated waistband, designed for a comfortable, secure fit 
• Flat Drawstring - sits within dedicated waistband channel for additional security and customised fit 
• V-Cut Design - supportive cut with rubberised liner 

•C0 Water repellent treatment –  environmentally friendly PFOA-free treatment encourages water to roll  
off the surface, and gives a drier feel after your swim 
•Anti-microbial treatment with Sanitized®  Freshness –  inhibits bacterial growth, providing long-lasting  
freshness 
• 100% Chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 

•50% Recycled Content –  one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled  
plastic bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

36cm 

ECO Endurance®  + Pro 

53% Recycled Polyester 47% PBT WR & AM finish  

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 838134420001 

Price: $ 799 

Style: 838134430001 

Price: $ 799 

M01 



Allover 7cm Brief 
8-097399177 Black / USA Charcoal / White 

Allover 7cm Brief 

Train hard in eco-friendly fabrics. Look sharp as you sail through every stroke of training wearing our  
striking 7cm Brief, featuring an all-over monochrome ‘glitch’-effect print, with solid black back. Perfect for  
sets and drills, the brief includes a drawstring waist for a comfy, secure fit and is lined at the front for  
comfort and modesty. Ideal for frequent training sessions, our ECO EnduraFlex fabric offers higher  
chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics and fits like new for longer with CREORA® HighClo™.  
Yarns in the fabric are made from 100% recycled waste fabric, so it’s better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Front liner - For comfort and modesty 
• Drawstring waist - Provides an adjustable and more secure fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - Fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape Retention - Fabric stretches allowing you to swim without feeling restricted 

•Made from recycled waste fabric –  Yarns in the fabric are made from 100% pre-consumer waste, such as  
waste fabric from factories 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

7cm 

Speedo Eco EnduraFlex 

80% Recycled Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 838097399177 

Price: $ 419 

Allover V-Cut Aquashort 
8-113669177 Black / USA Charcoal / White 

Allover V-Cut Aquashort 

Train hard in eco-friendly fabrics. Look sharp as you sail through every stroke wearing this sleek-looking  
aquashort, featuring a monochrome ‘glitch’-effect side panel print. Perfect for sets and drills, it includes a  
drawstring waist and v-cut panel with integral support for comfort and security during your swim. Ideal for  
frequent training sessions, our ECO EnduraFlex fabric offers higher chlorine resistance than standard  
swimwear fabrics and fits like new for longer with CREORA® HighClo™. Yarns in the fabric are made from  
100% recycled waste fabric, so it’s better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Engineered V cut panel with integral support - Provides added comfort and security 
• Drawstring waist - Provides an adjustable and more secure fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - Fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape Retention - Fabric stretches allowing you to swim without feeling restricted 

•Made from recycled waste fabric –  Yarns in the fabric are made from 100% pre-consumer waste, such as  
waste fabric from factories 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

27cm 

Speedo Eco EnduraFlex 

80% Recycled Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

V Panel Lined 

Style: 838113669177 

Price: $ 499 

Allover V-Cut Jammer 
8-113679177 Black / USA Charcoal / White 

Allover V-Cut Jammer 

Train hard in eco-friendly fabrics. Look sharp as you glide through every stroke wearing this sleek-looking  
jammer, featuring a monochrome ‘glitch’-effect side panel print. Perfect for sets and drills, the jammer  
hugs the body enabling a streamlined shape and includes a drawstring waist and v-cut panel with integral  
support for comfort and security. Ideal for frequent swim sessions, our ECO EnduraFlex fabric offers  
higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics and fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™. Yarns in the fabric are made from 100% recycled waste fabric, so it’s better for the environment  
too. 

Features 

• Engineered V cut panel with integral support - Provides added comfort and security 
• Drawstring waist - Provides an adjustable and more secure fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - Fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape Retention - Fabric stretches allowing you to swim without feeling restricted 

•Made from recycled waste fabric –  Yarns in the fabric are made from 100% pre-consumer waste, such as  
waste fabric from factories 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

44cm 

Speedo Eco EnduraFlex 

80% Recycled Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

V Panel Lined 

Style: 838113679177 

Price: $ 599 

Geo Rip 5cm Allover Brief 
8-13073G803 Black / Neon Orchid / Blue Flame /  
Light Adriatic 

Geo Rip 5cm Allover Brief 

Leave them trailing in your wake wearing this bold 5cm Brief, featuring a statement-making digital print of  
intense inky blue, black and pink. A front liner provides comfort and modesty while the drawstring waist  
allows a secure fit so you can power through your sets in style and comfort. Designed to be durable and  
better for the environment, this 5cm brief is made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100%  
chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made using 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Premium digital print in bright designs 
• Front liner - For comfort and modesty 
• Drawstring waist - Provides an adjustable and more secure fit 
• 100% Chlorine resistance - For long lasting performance, & colours that stay brighter for longer 
• Quick dry - Dries faster after swimming 

•50% recycled - One of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

5cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 4 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83813073G803 

Price: $ 419 

M02 



ECO Endurance+ Splice Jammer 
8-13444G812 Black / Atomic Lime / Nordic Teal 

ECO Endurance+ Splice Jammer 

Tech inspired aesthetics. Cut a streamlined silhouette in training wearing with the black Spliced Jammer,  
designed with a two-tone side panel and colourful geometric print. Integral support and a modesty panel  
ensure you feel comfortable and supported during training, while the drawstring waist allows for an  
adjustable fit. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, it’s made from our new ECO  
Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Integral Support - for enhanced comfort 
• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

44cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

ECO Endurance+ Splice Jammer 
8-13444G732 Black / Pool / Blue Flame 

ECO Endurance+ Splice Jammer 

Tech inspired aesthetics. Cut a streamlined silhouette in training wearing with the black Spliced Jammer,  
designed with a two-tone side panel and colourful geometric print. Integral support and a modesty panel  
ensure you feel comfortable and supported during training, while the drawstring waist allows for an  
adjustable fit. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, it’s made from our new ECO  
Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Integral Support - for enhanced comfort 
• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

44cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83813444G812 

Price: $ 499 

Style: 83813444G732 

Price: $ 499 

ECO Endurance+ Splice Aquashort 
8-13446G732 Black / Pool / Beautiful Blue 

ECO Endurance+ Splice Aquashort 

Tech inspired aesthetics. Cut a streamlined silhouette in training wearing this shorter-length Mid-Jammer,  
designed with a two-tone side panel and colourful geometric print. A drawstring waist allows for an  
adjustable fit so you feel comfortable and secure in the pool. Designed to be durable and better for the  
environment, it’s made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric, which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-  
drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

27cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 4 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83813446G732 

Price: $ 459 

M03 



Tech Panel Jammer 
8-04512G689 Black / Pool / USA Charcoal 

Tech Panel Jammer 

Look the part in training wearing the Tech Jammer, featuring a sleek texture-effect panel design. Integral  
support and a modesty panel ensure you feel comfortable and supported during your swim while the  
drawstring waist allows for an adjustable fit. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, it’s  
made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from  
50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Integral Support - for enhanced comfort 
• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

44cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Tech Panel Jammer 
8-04512G813 Black / Atomic Lime / USA  
Charcoal 

Tech Panel Jammer 

Look the part in training wearing the Tech Jammer, featuring a sleek texture-effect panel design. Integral  
support and a modesty panel ensure you feel comfortable and supported during your swim while the  
drawstring waist allows for an adjustable fit. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, it’s  
made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric, which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from  
50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Integral Support - for enhanced comfort 
• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

44cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83804512G689 

Price: $ 499 
Style: 83804512G813 

Price: $ 499 

Tech Panel Aquashort 
8-04510G689 Black / Pool / USA Charcoal 

Tech Panel Aquashort 

Look the part in training wearing the Tech Aquashort, featuring a sleek texture-effect panel design. A  
drawstring waist allows for an adjustable fit so you feel comfortable and secure in the pool. Designed to  
be durable and better for the environment, it’s made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric, which is 100%  
chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

27cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Tech Panel Aquashort 
8-04510G813 Black / Atomic Lime / USA  
Charcoal 

Tech Panel Aquashort 

Look the part in training wearing the Tech Aquashort, featuring a sleek texture-effect panel design. A  
drawstring waist allows for an adjustable fit so you feel comfortable and secure in the pool. Designed to  
be durable and better for the environment, it’s made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100%  
chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

27cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83804510G689 

Price: $ 459 
Style: 83804510G813 

Price: $ 459 
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Hyper Boom Placement V-Cut Jammer  
8-097359023 Black / Oxid Grey 

Hyper Boom Placement V-Cut Jammer 

Make a statement in Boom logo prints. Celebrating the Speedo brand, our sleek-looking V-Cut Jammer  
showcases our iconic Boom logo in a ‘shattered’ print design with striking shades of grey and black.  
Featuring integral support and engineered V-cut panels for enhanced comfort and security, the jammer  
includes a drawstring waist for a tailored fit. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, it’s  
made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from  
50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Engineered V cut Panels - for added comfort and security 
• Drawstring Waist & Integral Support - for enhanced fit 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

44cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Hyper Boom Placement V-Cut Aquashort  
8-097349023 Black / Oxid Grey 

Hyper Boom Placement V-Cut Aquashort 

Make a statement in Boom logo prints. Celebrating the Speedo brand, our V-Cut Aquashort showcases our  
iconic Boom logo in a ‘shattered’ print design with striking shades of grey and black. Featuring integral  
support and engineered V-cut panels for enhanced comfort and security, the aquashort includes a  
drawstring waist for a tailored fit. Designed to be durable and better for the environment, it’s made from  
our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from 50%  
recycled materials. 

Features 

• Engineered V cut Panels - for added comfort and security 
• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

27cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 838097359023 

Price: $ 499 
Style: 838097349023 

Price: $ 459 
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Boom Logo Splice 7cm Brief  
8-12824C728 Black / Fed Red 

Boom Logo Splice 7cm Brief 

Upgrade your swim with iconic Speedo branding. Feel inspired in the pool wearing our sleek black 7cm  
Brief, featuring a side panel print of our iconic Speedo Boom. A drawstring waist ensures a great fit  
during your swim, while our quick-drying, 100% chlorine-resistant Endurance+ fabric is ideal for everyday  
fitness training. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% Chlorine resistant - For long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - Dries faster after your swim workout 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

7cm  

Endurance®  +  

100% Polyester 

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83812824C728 

Price: $ 379 

Boom Logo Splice 7cm Brief 
8-128249023 Black / Oxid Grey 

Boom Logo Splice 7cm Brief 

Upgrade your swim with iconic Speedo branding. Feel inspired in the pool wearing our sleek black 7cm  
Brief, featuring a side panel print of our iconic Speedo Boom. A drawstring waist ensures a great fit  
during your swim, while our quick-drying, 100% chlorine-resistant Endurance+ fabric is ideal for everyday  
fitness training. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% Chlorine resistant - For long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - Dries faster after your swim workout 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

7cm  

Endurance®  +  

100% Polyester 

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 838128249023 

Price: $ 379 



Boom Logo Splice Aquashort 
8-128239023 Black / Oxid Grey 

Boom Logo Splice Aquashort 

Upgrade your swim with iconic Speedo branding. Feel inspired in the pool wearing this sleek black  
Aquashort, featuring a vertical repeat pattern of our iconic Speedo Boom. A drawstring waist ensures a  
great fit during your swim, while our quick-drying, 100% chlorine-resistant Endurance+ fabric is ideal for  
everyday fitness training. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% Chlorine resistant - For long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - Dries faster after your swim workout 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

27cm  

Endurance®  +  

100% Polyester 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Boom Logo Splice Aquashort  
8-12823C728 Black / Fed Red 

Boom Logo Splice Aquashort 

Upgrade your swim with iconic Speedo branding. Feel inspired in the pool wearing this sleek black  
Aquashort, featuring a vertical repeat pattern of our iconic Speedo Boom. A drawstring waist ensures a  
great fit during your swim, while our quick-drying, 100% chlorine-resistant Endurance+ fabric is ideal for  
everyday fitness training. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% Chlorine resistant - For long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - Dries faster after your swim workout 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

27cm  

Endurance®  +  

100% Polyester 

2, 3, 4, 5 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 838128239023 

Price: $ 399 

Style: 83812823C728 

Price: $ 399 

Boom Logo Splice Jammer 
8-128229023 Black / Oxid Grey 

Boom Logo Splice Jammer 

Upgrade your swim with iconic Speedo branding. Feel inspired in the pool wearing this sleek black  
Jammer, featuring a vertical repeat pattern of our iconic Speedo Boom. A drawstring waist and integral  
support provide comfort and security during your swim, while our 100% chlorine-resistant Endurance+  
fabric is quick-drying and ideal for everyday fitness training. 

Features 

• Integral Support - for enhanced comfort 
• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% Chlorine resistant - For long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - Dries faster after your swim workout 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

44cm  

Endurance®  +  

100% Polyester 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 838128229023 

Price: $ 479 

Boom Logo Splice Jammer 
8-12822C728 Black / Fed Red 

Boom Logo Splice Jammer 

Upgrade your swim with iconic Speedo branding. Feel inspired in the pool wearing this sleek black  
Jammer, featuring a vertical repeat pattern of our iconic Speedo Boom. A drawstring waist and integral  
support provide comfort and security during your swim, while our 100% chlorine-resistant Endurance+  
fabric is quick-drying and ideal for everyday fitness training. 

Features 

• Integral Support - for enhanced comfort 
• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% Chlorine resistant - For long lasting performance 

• Quick dry - Dries faster after your swim workout 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

44cm  

Endurance®  +  

100% Polyester 

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83812822C728 

Price: $ 479 
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Medley Logo 7cm Brief 
8-09739G691 Black / Atomic Lime 

Medley Logo 7cm Brief 

Style and durability from our Essentials range. Feel comfortable during training wearing the Medley 7cm  
Brief, featuring a drawstring waist and a kinetic wave print design. Ideal for regular pool sessions, our ECO  
EnduraFlex fabric offers higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics and fits like new for  
longer with CREORA® HighClo™. It's made from 100% recycled waste fabric, so it’s better for the  
environment too! 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape Retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

•Made from recycled waste fabric –  yarns in the fabric are made from 100% pre-consumer waste, such as  
waste fabric from factories 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

7cm 

ECO EnduraFlex 

80% Recycled Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83809739G691 

Price: $ 359 

Medley Logo 7cm Brief 
8-09739G692 Black / Ardesia 

Medley Logo 7cm Brief 

Style and durability from our Essentials range. Feel comfortable during training wearing the Medley 7cm  
Brief, featuring a drawstring waist and a kinetic wave print design. Ideal for regular pool sessions, our ECO  
EnduraFlex fabric offers higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics and fits like new for  
longer with CREORA® HighClo™. It's made from 100% recycled waste fabric, so it’s better for the  
environment too! 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape Retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

•Made from recycled waste fabric –  yarns in the fabric are made from 100% pre-consumer waste, such as  
waste fabric from factories 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

7cm 

ECO EnduraFlex 

80% Recycled Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83809739G692 

Price: $ 359 

Medley Logo Aquashort 
8-11354G691 Black / Atomic Lime 

Medley Logo Aquashort 

Style and durability from our Essentials range. Feel comfortable during training wearing the Medley  
Aquashort, featuring a drawstring waist and a stylish asymmetric kinetic wave design. Ideal for regular  
pool sessions, our ECO EnduraFlex fabric offers higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear  
fabrics and fits like new for longer with CREORA® HighClo™. It's made from 100% recycled waste fabric,  
so it’s better for the environment too! 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape Retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

•Made from recycled waste fabric –  yarns in the fabric are made from 100% pre-consumer waste, such as  
waste fabric from factories 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

27cm 

ECO EnduraFlex 

80% Recycled Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83811354G691 

Price: $ 399 

Medley Logo Aquashort 
8-11354G692 Black / Ardesia 

Medley Logo Aquashort 

Style and durability from our Essentials range. Feel comfortable during training wearing the Medley  
Aquashort, featuring a drawstring waist and a stylish asymmetric kinetic wave design. Ideal for regular  
pool sessions, our ECO EnduraFlex fabric offers higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear  
fabrics and fits like new for longer with CREORA® HighClo™. It's made from 100% recycled waste fabric,  
so it’s better for the environment too! 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape Retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

•Made from recycled waste fabric –  yarns in the fabric are made from 100% pre-consumer waste, such as  
waste fabric from factories 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

27cm 

ECO EnduraFlex 

80% Recycled Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83811354G692 

Price: $ 399 
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Medley Logo Jammer 
8-11355G691 Black / Atomic Lime 

Medley Logo Jammer 

Style and durability from our Essentials range. Feel comfortable and supported during training wearing the  
Medley Jammer, featuring integral support and a drawstring waist. Sleek and stylish with a contrasting  
asymmetric kinetic wave design to the leg, it offers everything you need for a great swim. Ideal for regular  
pool sessions, our ECO EnduraFlex fabric offers higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear  
fabrics and fits like new for longer with CREORA® HighClo™. It's made from 100% recycled waste fabric,  
so it’s better for the environment too! 

Features 

• Integral Support - for enhanced comfort 
• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape Retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

•Made from recycled waste fabric –  yarns in the fabric are made from 100% pre-consumer waste, such as  
waste fabric from factories 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

44cm 

ECO EnduraFlex 

80% Recycled Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83811355G691 

Price: $ 439 
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Medley Logo Jammer 
8-11355G692 Black / Ardesia 

Medley Logo Jammer 

Style and durability from our Essentials range. Feel comfortable and supported during training wearing the  
Medley Jammer, featuring integral support and a drawstring waist. Sleek and stylish with a contrasting  
asymmetric kinetic wave design to the leg, it offers everything you need for a great swim. Ideal for regular  
pool sessions, our ECO EnduraFlex fabric offers higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear  
fabrics and fits like new for longer with CREORA® HighClo™. It's made from 100% recycled waste fabric,  
so it’s better for the environment too! 

Features 

• Integral Support - for enhanced comfort 
• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape Retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

•Made from recycled waste fabric –  yarns in the fabric are made from 100% pre-consumer waste, such as  
waste fabric from factories 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

44cm 

ECO EnduraFlex 

80% Recycled Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83811355G692 

Price: $ 439 

Dive Aquashort 
8-11742G693 True Navy / Atomic Lime / USA  
Charcoal 

Dive Aquashort 

Simple styling for everyday swim sessions. A Speedo favourite, the DiveAquashport from our much-loved  
Essentials range features a two-tone side panel design and a drawstring waist for a comfortable fit, it’s  
ideal for everyday training. Our shape-retaining Endurance10 fabric contains Creora HighClo so it fits like  
new for longer. Soft and stretchy, so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - Fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape retention - Fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

25cm  

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo) 

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83811742G693 

Price: $ 399 

Dive Aquashort 
8-11742F902 Black / Hypersonic Blue / USA  
Charcoal 

Dive Aquashort 

Simple styling for everyday swim sessions. A Speedo favourite, the DiveAquashport from our much-loved  
Essentials range features a two-tone side panel design and a drawstring waist for a comfortable fit, it’s  
ideal for everyday training. Our shape-retaining Endurance10 fabric contains Creora HighClo so it fits like  
new for longer. Soft and stretchy, so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - Fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape retention - Fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

25cm  

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo) 

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83811742F902 

Price: $ 399 



Dive Jammer 
8-12826F902 Black / Hypersonic Blue / USA  
Charcoal 

Dive Jammer 

Simple styling for everyday swim sessions. A Speedo favourite, the Dive Jammer from our much-loved  
Essentials range features a two-tone side panel design and a drawstring waist for a comfortable fit, it’s  
ideal for everyday training. Our shape-retaining Endurance10 fabric contains Creora HighClo so it fits like  
new for longer. Soft and stretchy, so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - Fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape retention - Fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

44cm  

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo) 

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Dive Jammer 
8-12826G693 True Navy / Atomic Lime / USA  
Charcoal 

Dive Jammer 

Simple styling for everyday swim sessions. A Speedo favourite, the Dive Jammer from our much-loved  
Essentials range features a two-tone side panel design and a drawstring waist for a comfortable fit, it’s  
ideal for everyday training. Our shape-retaining Endurance10 fabric contains Creora HighClo so it fits like  
new for longer. Soft and stretchy, so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - Fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape retention - Fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

44cm  

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo) 

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83812826F902 

Price: $ 439 

Style: 83812826G693 

Price: $ 439 
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ECO Endurance + 7cm Brief  
8-134490001 Black 

ECO Endurance + 7cm Brief 

Our classic brief, now with better eco-credentials. We’ve given our much-loved 7cm Brief an update using  
our super-durable new ECO Endurance+ fabric. Retaining the comfy, modernised fit and drawstring waist  
loved by swimmers the world over, it’s now made from 50% recycled materials. Quick to dry and 100%  
chlorine resistant, it’s ideal for regular training sessions. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

7cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 838134490001 

Price: $ 329 

ECO Endurance + 7cm Brief  
8-13449D740 True Navy 

ECO Endurance + 7cm Brief 

Our classic brief, now with better eco-credentials. We’ve given our much-loved 7cm Brief an update using  
our super-durable new ECO Endurance+ fabric. Retaining the comfy, modernised fit and drawstring waist  
loved by swimmers the world over, it’s now made from 50% recycled materials. Quick to dry and 100%  
chlorine resistant, it’s ideal for regular training sessions. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

7cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83813449D740 

Price: $ 329 



ECO Endurance + V Cut 17cm Brief  
8-135440001 Black 

ECO Endurance + V Cut 17cm Brief 

Introducing our new longer-length V-cut brief. Fly through your fitness training wearing our sleek new V-  
Cut 17cm Brief. Featuring integral support and engineered V-cut panels for enhanced comfort and  
security, it includes a drawstring waist for a tailored fit. Designed to be durable and better for the  
environment, the brief is made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100% chlorine resistant,  
quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Engineered V cut Panels - for added comfort and security 
• Drawstring Waist & Integral Support - for enhanced fit 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

17cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 838135440001 

Price: $ 359 
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ECO Endurance + Aquashort  
8-13448D740 True Navy 

ECO Endurance + Aquashort 

Our popular aquashort, now with better eco-credentials. We’ve given our popular men’s Aquashort an  
update using our super-durable new ECO Endurance+ fabric. Retaining its classic fit with comfortable  
drawstring waist, it’s now made from 50% recycled materials. Quick to dry and 100% chlorine resistant, it’s  
ideal for regular training sessions. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

27cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83813448D740 

Price: $ 369 

ECO Endurance + Aquashort  
8-134480001 Black 

ECO Endurance + Aquashort 

Our popular aquashort, now with better eco-credentials. We’ve given our popular men’s Aquashort an  
update using our super-durable new ECO Endurance+ fabric. Retaining its classic fit with comfortable  
drawstring waist, it’s now made from 50% recycled materials. Quick to dry and 100% chlorine resistant, it’s  
ideal for regular training sessions. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

27cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 838134480001 

Price: $ 369 

ECO Endurance + V Cut Mid Jammer  
8-135420001 Black 

ECO Endurance + V Cut Mid Jammer 

Introducing our new mid-length V-cut jammer. Fly through your fitness training wearing our sleek new V- Cut  
Mid Jammer in a shorter 32cm length. Featuring integral support and engineered V-cut panels for  
enhanced comfort and security, it includes a drawstring waist for a tailored fit. Designed to be durable and  
better for the environment, the jammer is made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric which is 100%  
chlorine resistant, quick-drying and made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Engineered V cut Panels - for added comfort and security 
• Drawstring Waist & Integral Support - for enhanced fit 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

36cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 838135420001 

Price: $ 399 



ECO Endurance + Jammer  
8-134470001 Black 

ECO Endurance + Jammer 

Our popular jammer, now with better eco-credentials. We’ve given our popular men’s jammer an update  
using our super-durable new ECO Endurance+ fabric. Retaining the streamlined cut, integral support and  
drawstring waist that make it so comfy during training, it’s now made from 50% recycled materials. Quick  
to dry and 100% chlorine resistant, it’s ideal for regular training sessions. 

Features 

• Integral Support - for enhanced comfort 
• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

44cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

ECO Endurance + Jammer  
8-13447D740 True Navy 

ECO Endurance + Jammer 

Our popular jammer, now with better eco-credentials. We’ve given our popular men’s jammer an update  
using our super-durable new ECO Endurance+ fabric. Retaining the streamlined cut, integral support and  
drawstring waist that make it so comfy during training, it’s now made from 50% recycled materials. Quick  
to dry and 100% chlorine resistant, it’s ideal for regular training sessions. 

Features 

• Integral Support - for enhanced comfort 
• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

44cm 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 838134470001 

Price: $ 399 Style: 83813447D740 

Price: $ 399 

M11 



Male /  Lifestyle – Ocean Paddle 

M12 

Escape 5cm Brief 
8-13452G662 Artic Teal / Tile / Black 

Escape 5cm Brief 

Summer vibes, all year round. Escape to exotic lands, real or imagined, with our bold 5cm Brief, featuring a  
turquoise ocean scene scattered with paddleboarders. Comfy to wear, it includes an external drawstring  
for extra security during your swim. Our ECO EnduraBrite fabric offers superb colour performance, so you  
can enjoy the ocean print for longer. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics,  
the two-piece fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled yarns. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

5cm 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recycled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Fully Lined 

Style: 83813452G662 

Price: $ 419 

Escape Aquashort 
8-13451G662 Artic Teal / Tile / Black 

Escape Aquashort 

Summer vibes, all year round. Escape to exotic lands, real or imagined, with our fun Escape Aquashort,  
featuring a turquoise ocean print scattered with paddleboarders. Comfy to wear, it includes an external  
drawstring for extra security during your swim. Ideal for anything from holiday's to regular pool sessions,  
our ECO EnduraFlex fabric offers higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics and fits like  
new for longer with CREORA® HighClo™. It's made from 100% recycled waste fabric, so it’s better for the  
environment too! 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape Retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

•Made from recycled waste fabric –  yarns in the fabric are made from 100% pre-consumer waste, such as  
waste fabric from factories 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

27cm 

ECO EnduraFlex 

80% Recycled Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83813451G662 

Price: $ 499 

Digital Printed Leisure 14" Watershort  
8-13454G662 Artic Teal / Tile / Black 

Digital Printed Leisure 14" Watershort 

Summer vibes, all year round. Escape to exotic climes, real or imagined, wearing our 14” Watershort,  
featuring a turquoise ocean print scattered with paddleboarders. Ideal for the beach and pool, the short is  
made from soft, brushed-finish fabric and includes side pocket drainage so it feels lightweight in and out  
of the water. A drawstring waist allows you to adjust the fit so you feel comfortable and secure. Made  
from 100% recycled post-consumer waste, it’s better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 

•Made using 100% polyester - This method of manufacturing recycles post consumer waste plastic into  
fabric, resulting in less waste versus standard polyester production. 
• Brushed finished for softer hand feel 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

14" 

Peached Poly Eco 

100% Recycled Peached Polyester  

2, 4 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Style: 23813454G662 

Price: $ 459 



Male /  Lifestyle – Palm & Parrot 

Escape 5cm Brief 
8-13452G676 Black / Dark Petrol / Neon Absinthe 
/ Salso / Fluo Pink 

Escape 5cm Brief 

Summer vibes, all year round. Escape to exotic lands, real or imagined, with our bold 5cm Brief, featuring a  
tropical print of exotic leafy palms and colourful parrots. Comfy to wear, it includes an external drawstring  
for extra security during your swim. Our ECO EnduraBrite fabric offers superb colour performance, so you  
can enjoy the exotic print for longer. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics,  
the two-piece fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled yarns. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

5cm 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recycled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 

Fully Lined 

Style: 83813452G676 

Price: $ 419 

M13 

Escape Aquashort 
8-13451G676 Black / Dark Petrol / Neon Absinthe 
/ Salso / Fluo Pink 

Escape Aquashort 

Summer vibes, all year round. Escape to exotic lands, real or imagined, with our bold Escape Aquashort,  
featuring a tropical print of exotic leafy palms and colourful parrots. Comfy to wear, it includes an external  
drawstring for extra security during your swim. Ideal for anything from holiday's to regular pool sessions,  
our ECO EnduraFlex fabric offers higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics and fits like  
new for longer with CREORA® HighClo™. It's made from 100% recycled waste fabric, so it’s better for the  
environment too! 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape Retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy your swim without feeling restricted 

•Made from recycled waste fabric –  yarns in the fabric are made from 100% pre-consumer waste, such as  
waste fabric from factories 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

27cm 

ECO EnduraFlex 

80% Recycled Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83813451G676 

Price: $ 499 

Digital Printed Leisure 14" Watershort 
8-13454G676 Black / Dark Petrol / Neon Absinthe 
/ Salso / Fluo Pink 

Digital Printed Leisure 14" Watershort 

Summer vibes, all year round. Escape to exotic climes, real or imagined, wearing our 14” Watershort,  
featuring a tropical print of exotic leafy palms and parrots. Ideal for the beach and pool, the short is made  
from soft, brushed-finish fabric and includes side pocket drainage so it feels lightweight in and out of the  
water. A drawstring waist allows you to adjust the fit so you feel comfortable and secure. Made from  
100% recycled post-consumer waste, it’s better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 

•Made using 100% polyester - This method of manufacturing recycles post consumer waste plastic into  
fabric, resulting in less waste versus standard polyester production. 
• Brushed finished for softer hand feel 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

14" 

Peached Poly Eco 

100% Recycled Peached Polyester  

2, 4 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Style: 23813454G676 

Price: $ 459 



Male /  Lifestyle – Tropical Foliage 

Printed Leisure 14" Watershort 
8-13454G663 Dark Petrol / Tile / Neon Absinthe /  
White 

Printed Leisure 14" Watershort 

Summer vibes, all year round. Escape to exotic climes, real or imagined, wearing our 14” Watershort,  
featuring a teal and white tropical foliage design. Ideal for the beach and pool, the short is made from  
soft, brushed-finish fabric and includes side pocket drainage so it feels lightweight in and out of the  
water. A drawstring waist allows you to adjust the fit so you feel comfortable and secure. Made from  
100% recycled post-consumer waste, it’s better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 

•Made using 100% polyester - This method of manufacturing recycles post consumer waste plastic into  
fabric, resulting in less waste versus standard polyester production. 
• Brushed finished for softer hand feel 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

14" 

Peached Poly Eco 

100% Recycled Peached Polyester  

2, 4 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Style: 23813454G663 

Price: $ 439 

Printed Leisure 16" Watershort 
8-12837G654 Dark Petrol / Spearmint / Fluo Pink 

Printed Leisure 16" Watershort 

Summer vibes, all year round. Escape to exotic climes, real or imagined, wearing our 16” Watershort,  
featuring a pink and grey mix of tropical foliage print. Ideal for the beach and pool, the short is made from  
soft, brushed-finish fabric and includes side pocket drainage so it feels lightweight in and out of the  
water. A drawstring waist allows you to adjust the fit so you feel comfortable and secure. Made from  
100% recycled post-consumer waste, it’s better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 

•Made using 100% polyester - This method of manufacturing recycles post consumer waste plastic into  
fabric, resulting in less waste versus standard polyester production. 
• Brushed finished for softer hand feel 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

Peached Poly Eco 

100% Recycled Peached Polyester  

2, 4 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Style: 23812837G654 

Price: $ 459 

M14 

Male /  Lifestyle – Watershorts 

Prime Leisure 16" Watershort  
8-11752G657 Black 

Prime Leisure 16" Watershort 

Classic beach style. Simple, yet stylish, this 16” Watershort has timeless appeal and looks sleek in  
understated black. The brushed-finish fabric is soft to touch, while the side pocket drainage ensures it  
feels lightweight in and out of the water. An internal drawcord allows you to adjust the fit so you feel  
secure. Made from 100% recycled post-consumer waste, it’s better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 

•Made using 100% polyester - This method of manufacturing recycles post consumer waste plastic into  
fabric, resulting in less waste versus standard polyester production. 
• Brushed finished for softer hand feel 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

Peached Poly Eco 

100% Recycled Peached Polyester  

2, 4 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL 

Mesh Brief 

Prime Leisure 16" Watershort  
8-11752G660 Fluo Pink 

Prime Leisure 16" Watershort 

Classic beach style in bold colours. Simple, yet stylish, this 16” Watershort has timeless appeal and looks  
modern in fluorescent pink. The brushed-finish fabric is soft to touch, while the side pocket drainage  
ensures it feels lightweight in and out of the water. An internal drawcord allows you to adjust the fit so  
you feel secure. Made from 100% recycled post-consumer waste, it’s better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Internal Drawcord 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 

•Made using 100% polyester - This method of manufacturing recycles post consumer waste plastic into  
fabric, resulting in less waste versus standard polyester production. 
• Brushed finished for softer hand feel 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

Peached Poly Eco 

100% Recycled Peached Polyester  

2, 4 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL 

Mesh Brief 

Style: 23811752G657 

Price: $ 399 
Style: 23811752G660 

Price: $ 399 



Sport Panel 16" Watershort 
8-13535G822 Navy / Atomic Lime / Tile 

Sport Panel 16" Watershort 

Sleek watershort with a sporty edge. Taking you from training in the pool to active games on the beach,  
this stylish navy short features a dynamic lime-coloured graphic to the side panel and under the rear  
waistband. Side pockets with drainage ensure the watershort stays lightweight and comfortable, while the  
water repellent finish keeps it dry to the touch. Designed with a drawstring waist for comfort and a secure  
fit. Our eco-friendly Xpress Lite Eco fabric is lightweight and made from recycled polyester. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 
• Xpress Lite Eco - Eco-friendly fabric made from recycled polyester 
• Water repellent finish - Stays dry to the touch 

• Lightweight fabric - So your shorts won't weigh you down 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

Xpress Lite ECO 

100% Recycled Polyester 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Sport Panel 16" Watershort 
8-13535F903 Black / USA Charcoal / Shark Grey 

Sport Panel 16" Watershort 

Sleek watershort with a sporty edge. Taking you from training in the pool to active games on the beach,  
this stylish black short features a dynamic grey-coloured graphic to the side panel and under the rear  
waistband. Side pockets with drainage ensure the watershort stays lightweight and comfortable, while the  
water repellent finish keeps it dry to the touch. Designed with a drawstring waist for comfort and a secure  
fit. Our eco-friendly Xpress Lite Eco fabric is lightweight and made from recycled polyester. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 
• Xpress Lite Eco - Eco-friendly fabric made from recycled polyester 
• Water repellent finish - Stays dry to the touch 

• Lightweight fabric - So your shorts won't weigh you down 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

Xpress Lite ECO 

100% Recycled Polyester 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Sport Allover 18" Watershort 
8-13536F903 Black / USA Charcoal / Shark Grey 

Sport Allover 18" Watershort 

Sports watershort for fitness training and active beach games. Our lightweight 18” Sport Watershort  
features a stylish monochrome print and a drawstring waist for comfort and security during your workout.  
Side pockets with drainage ensure the watershort feels light and comfortable, while the water repellent  
finish keeps it dry to the touch. Our eco-friendly Xpress Lite Eco fabric is lightweight and made from 100%  
recycled polyester. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 
• Xpress Lite Eco - Eco-friendly fabric made from recycled polyester 
• Water repellent finish - Stays dry to the touch 

• Lightweight fabric - So your shorts won't weigh you down 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

18" 

Xpress Lite ECO 

100% Recycled Polyester 

2, 4 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Sport Allover 18" Watershort 
8-13536G822 Navy / Atomic Lime / Tile 

Sport Allover 18" Watershort 

Sports watershort for fitness training and active beach games. Our lightweight 18” Sport Watershort  
features a stylish geometric print and a drawstring waist for comfort and security during your workout.  
Side pockets with drainage ensure the watershort feels light and comfortable, while the water repellent  
finish keeps it dry to the touch. Our eco-friendly Xpress Lite Eco fabric is lightweight and made from 100%  
recycled polyester. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 
• Xpress Lite Eco - Eco-friendly fabric made from recycled polyester 
• Water repellent finish - Stays dry to the touch 

• Lightweight fabric - So your shorts won't weigh you down 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

18" 

Xpress Lite ECO 

100% Recycled Polyester 

2, 4 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Style: 23813535G822 

Price: $ 439 

Style: 23813535F903 

Price: $ 439 

Style: 23813536F903 

Price: $ 459 

Style: 23813536G822 

Price: $ 459 

M15 



Retro 13" Watershort 
8-13537G666 Dark Petrol / White / Print Colours 

Retro 13" Watershort 

Update your beach style with our Retro 13” Watershort. With its on-trend fit and shorter length, the  
Watershort brings a touch of style to the beach and pool, and includes strips of our exotic print at the leg  
and inner waistband. Comfortable to wear in and out of the water, it includes a drawstring waist for a  
secure fit and a patch back pocket. Made from 100% recycled nylon. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Patch Pocket 

• Made using 100% recycled nylon 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

13" 

100% Recycled Nylon 

100% Recycled Nylon 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Retro 13" Watershort 
8-13537G667 Black / Neon Absinthe 

Retro 13" Watershort 

Update your beach style with our Retro 13” Watershort. With its on-trend fit and shorter length, our black  
Watershort brings a touch of style to the beach and pool, and includes neon green detailing at the leg and  
inner waistband. Comfortable to wear in and out of the water, it includes a drawstring waist for a secure  
fit and a patch back pocket. Made from 100% recycled nylon. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Patch Pocket 

• Made using 100% recycled nylon 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

13" 

100% Recycled Nylon 

100% Recycled Nylon 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Style: 23813537G666 

Price: $ 369 

Style: 23813537G667 

Price: $ 369 

Boom Logo 16" Watershort 
8-12432G604 Black / Atomic Lime 

Boom Logo 16" Watershort 

Understated style inspired by Speedo heritage. Relax in the pool and on the beach wearing our 16”  
watershort featuring Speedo’s iconic boom design. Back and side pocket drainage ensure the short  
remains lightweight in and out of the water, while the drawstring waist allows an adjustable fit. Made  
using our new 100% recycled nylon fabric so the environment benefits too. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Back & side seam pockets, all with water drainage 

• Made using 100% recycled nylon 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

100% Recycled Nylon 

100% Recycled Nylon 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Boom Logo 16" Watershort 
8-12432G823 Nordic Teal / Tile 

Boom Logo 16" Watershort 

Understated style inspired by Speedo heritage. Relax in the pool and on the beach wearing our 16”  
watershort featuring Speedo’s iconic boom design. Back and side pocket drainage ensure the short  
remains lightweight in and out of the water, while the drawstring waist allows an adjustable fit. Made  
using our new 100% recycled nylon fabric so the environment benefits too. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Back & side seam pockets, all with water drainage 

• Made using 100% recycled nylon 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

100% Recycled Nylon 

100% Recycled Nylon 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Style: 23812432G604 

Price: $ 369 

Style: 23812432G823 

Price: $ 369 

M16 



Essentials 16" Watershort 
8-124330001 Speedo Black 

Essentials 16" Watershort 

The Essentials watershort offers a classic swim style you know you can rely on. A side pocket drainage  
system ensures they stay comfortable, even when wet, whilst a drawstring waist provides extra comfort  
and security. Made from our new 100% Recycled Nylon fabric is lightweight and comfortable as well as  
good for the environment, making this short the ideal choice for the pool or beach. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 

• Made using 100% recycled nylon 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

100% Recycled Nylon 

100% Recycled Nylon 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Essentials 16" Watershort  
8-12433D740 True Navy 

Essentials 16" Watershort 

This Essentials watershort offers a classic swim style you know you can rely on. A side pocket drainage  
system ensures they stay comfortable, even when wet, whilst a drawstring waist provides extra comfort  
and security. Made from our new 100% Recycled Nylon fabric is lightweight and comfortable as well as  
good for the environment, making this short the ideal choice for the pool or beach. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 

• Made using 100% recycled nylon 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

100% Recycled Nylon 

100% Recycled Nylon 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Essentials 16" Watershort 
8-124336446 Fed Red 

Essentials 16" Watershort 

This Essentials watershort offers a classic swim style you know you can rely on. A side pocket drainage  
system ensures they stay comfortable, even when wet, whilst a drawstring waist provides extra comfort  
and security. Made from our new 100% Recycled Nylon fabric is lightweight and comfortable as well as  
good for the environment, making this short the ideal choice for the pool or beach. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 

• Made using 100% recycled nylon 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

100% Recycled Nylon 

100% Recycled Nylon 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Style: 238124330001 

Price: $ 249 

Style: 23812433D740 

Price: $ 249 
Style: 238124336446 

Price: $ 249 

M17 

Sport Printed 16" Watershort 
8-11760G604 Black / Atomic Lime 

Sport Printed 16" Watershort 

Sleek watershort with a sporty edge. Taking you from training in the pool to active games on the beach,  
this stylish black short features a subtle side panel design in bright lime. Side pockets with drainage  
ensures they stay comfortable, even when wet, while a drawstring waist provides extra comfort and  
security. Made from lightweight, recycled polyester providing ease of movement. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 
• Xpress Lite Eco - Eco-friendly fabric made from recycled polyester 
• Water repellent finish - Stays dry to the touch 

• Lightweight fabric - So your shorts won't weigh you down 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

Xpress Lite ECO 

100% Recycled Polyester 

2, 4 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Style: 23811760G604 

Price: $ 439 



Essentials 16" Watershort  
8-12433C847 Nordic Teal 

Essentials 16" Watershort 

This Essentials 16" Watershort offers a classic swim style you know you can rely on. A side pocket  
drainage system ensures it stays comfortable, even when wet, whilst a drawstring waist provides extra  
comfort and security. Made from our new 100% Recycled Nylon fabric is lightweight and comfortable as  
well as good for the environment, making this short the ideal choice for the pool or beach. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 

• Made using 100% recycled nylon 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

100% Recycled Nylon 

100% Recycled Nylon 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Essentials 16" Watershort  
8-12433G760 Atomic Lime 

Essentials 16" Watershort 

This Essentials 16" Watershort offers a classic swim style you know you can rely on. A side pocket  
drainage system ensures it stays comfortable, even when wet, whilst a drawstring waist provides extra  
comfort and security. Made from our new 100% Recycled Nylon fabric is lightweight and comfortable as  
well as good for the environment, making this short the ideal choice for the pool or beach. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 

• Made using 100% recycled nylon 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

100% Recycled Nylon 

100% Recycled Nylon 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief & Full Mesh Liner 

Essentials 16" Watershort  
8-12433D741 Pool 

Essentials 16" Watershort 

This Essentials 16" Watershort offers a classic swim style you know you can rely on. A side pocket  
drainage system ensures it stays comfortable, even when wet, whilst a drawstring waist provides extra  
comfort and security. Made from our new 100% Recycled Nylon fabric is lightweight and comfortable as  
well as good for the environment, making this short the ideal choice for the pool or beach. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 

• Made using 100% recycled nylon 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

100% Recycled Nylon 

100% Recycled Nylon 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief 

Style: 23812433C847 

Price: $ 249 

Style: 23812433G760 

Price: $ 249 
Style: 23812433D741 

Price: $ 249 

Essentials 16" Watershort 
8-124338746 Tile 

Essentials 16" Watershort 

This Essentials 16" Watershort offers a classic swim style you know you can rely on. A side pocket  
drainage system ensures it stays comfortable, even when wet, whilst a drawstring waist provides extra  
comfort and security. Made from our new 100% Recycled Nylon fabric is lightweight and comfortable as  
well as good for the environment, R102:R110making this short the ideal choice for the pool or beach. 

Features 

• Drawstring Waist - for a secure and adjustable fit 
• Side Seam Pockets - with water drainage 

• Made using 100% recycled nylon 

Leg Length: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Liner: 

16" 

100% Recycled Nylon 

100% Recycled Nylon 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Mesh Brief & Full Mesh Liner 

Style: 238124338746 

Price: $ 249 

M18 



Male /  Lifestyle – Sun Protection 

Printed Long Sleeve Rash Top 
8-13217G732 Black / Pool / Blue Flame /  
Mercurial Blue 

Printed Long Sleeve Rash Top 

Performance swimwear for the outdoors. Sleek and streamlined, the Long Sleeve Rash Top with blue  
splice print includes UPF40+ fabric sun protection for active beach days on the board or in the surf. Snug-  
fitting in a pull-on style, it features flatlocked seams for a comfortable fit against the body and includes a  
board short loop for a secure fit when connected to board shorts or leggings. Designed to be durable and  
better for the environment, the top is made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric, which is 100% chlorine  
resistant, quick-drying and is made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Pull-on rash top - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Flatlocked seams - for a comfortable fit against the body 
• Board short loop - connect to short or legging drawstring for extra secure fit 
• Snug fit 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 83813217G732 

Price: $ 499 

M19 

Printed Legging 
8-13219G732 Black / Pool / Blue Flame /  
Mercurial Blue 

Printed Legging 

Performance swimwear for the outdoors. Offering a streamlined silhouette, this full length Legging with  
blue splice print is designed to protect you from the elements outdoors and includes UPF40+ fabric sun  
protection. Ideal for wearing in and out of the water, it includes a modesty panel, plus a V-cut style with  
adjustable drawstring waist for a comfortable and secure fit. Designed to be durable and better for the  
environment, it's made from our new ECO Endurance+ fabric, which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-  
drying and is made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• V-cut style - for added comfort and security 
• Drawstring waist - for enhanced fit and security 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Leg Height: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection:  

Liner: 

Full Length 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 83813219G732 

Price: $ 559 

Deluxe Short Sleeve Rash Top 

Features 
- UV protection fabrics rated UPF 50+, maximum UV sun protection for apparel! 
- Quick dry, soft hand feel and lightweight fabrics 
- 4-way stretch for maximum comfort and freedom of movement 
- Made from chlorine resistant fabrics to last longer in chlorinated pools 
- Sun protection range with flatlock seams and repositioned seamlines to help reduce 

chafing and irritation 
- Tight Fit: feels like a second skin and the perfect choice for all water sports activities 

Fabric 

Composition:  

Available Sizes: 

86% Polyester 14% Spandex 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL 

Style : 

838SOJ21006BKLFP 

Retail Price : $ 499 

Deluxe Short Sleeve Rash Top 

Features 
- UV protection fabrics rated UPF 50+, maximum UV sun protection for apparel! 
- Quick dry, soft hand feel and lightweight fabrics 
- 4-way stretch for maximum comfort and freedom of movement 
- Made from chlorine resistant fabrics to last longer in chlorinated pools 
- Sun protection range with flatlock seams and repositioned seamlines to help reduce 

chafing and irritation 
- Tight Fit: feels like a second skin and the perfect choice for all water sports activities 

Fabric 

Composition:  

Available Sizes: 

86% Polyester 14% Spandex 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL 

Style : 

838SOJ21006BKOFP 

Retail Price : $ 499 



Printed Short Sleeve Swim Tee 
8-13496G733 Black / Lapis Blue / White 

Printed Short Sleeve Swim Tee 

Sun protection swimwear for the beach, board and beyond. Offering UPF40+ fabric sun protection, our  
Printed Short Sleeve Swim Tee keeps you protected in and out of the water and includes an animal print  
textured Speedo logo with claw mark strike though to the front. Its relaxed fit and pull-on style is comfy to  
wear whether you’re chilling on the beach or active in the ocean. Made using our ECO EnduraBrite fabric  
for superb colour performance. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, it fits  
like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled yarns so is better for the  
environment too. 

Features 

• Pull-on tee - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Relaxed fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Printed Short Sleeve Swim Tee  
8-13496G734 Black / White 

Printed Short Sleeve Swim Tee 

Sun protection swimwear for the beach, board and beyond. Offering UPF40+ fabric sun protection, our  
Printed Short Sleeve Swim Tee keeps you protected in and out of the water and includes a cool ‘Big Cat’  
print on the reverse. Its relaxed fit and pull-on style is comfy to wear whether you’re chilling on the beach  
or active in the ocean. Made using our ECO EnduraBrite fabric for superb colour performance. Offering  
higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, it fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled yarns so is better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Pull-on tee - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Relaxed fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 83813496G733 

Price: $ 399 
Style: 83813496G734 

Price: $ 399 

Tech Short Sleeve Rash Top 
8-13495G604 Black / Atomic Lime 

Tech Short Sleeve Rash Top 

Performance swimwear for the outdoors. Our sleek Short Sleeve Rash Top is designed to protect you  
against the elements outdoors and includes UPF40+ fabric sun protection. Ideal for use in and out of the  
water, the snug-fitting, pull-on style includes flatlocked seams for a comfortable fit against the body. 
Designed to be durable and better for the environment, the top is made from our new ECO Endurance+  
fabric, which is 100% chlorine resistant, quick-drying and is made from 50% recycled materials. 

Features 

• Pull-on rash top - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Flatlocked seams - for a comfortable fit against the body 
• Snug fit 
• 100% chlorine resistance - for long lasting performance 
• Quick dry - dries faster after your swim workout 

•50% recycled - one of the yarns is made from 100% post-consumer waste, such as recycled plastic  
bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO Endurance®  + 

53% Recycled Polyester /  47% PBT 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 83813495G604 

Price: $ 399 

Short Sleeve Swim Tee 
8-134930003 White / Black 

Short Sleeve Swim Tee 

Stylish sun protection swimwear. Come rain or shine, this relaxed-fit Short Sleeve Swim Tee from our  
Essentials range has you covered and can be worn outdoors or in the pool. Offering fabric sun protection  
of UPF40+ and a comfy, relaxed fit, it’s ideal for active beach days spent in and out of the water. Offering  
higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the swim tee fits like new for longer with  
CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled materials so is better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Pull-on rash top - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Relaxed fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 838134930003 

Price: $ 399 

M20 



Deluxe Long Sleeve Rash Top 

Features 
- UV protection fabrics rated UPF 50+, maximum UV sun protection for apparel! 
- Quick dry, soft hand feel and lightweight fabrics 
- 4-way stretch for maximum comfort and freedom of movement 
- Made from chlorine resistant fabrics to last longer in chlorinated pools 
- Sun protection range with flatlock seams and repositioned seamlines to help reduce 

chafing and irritation 
- Tight Fit: feels like a second skin and the perfect choice for all water sports activities 

Fabric 

Composition:  

Available Sizes: 

86% Polyester 14% Spandex 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL 

Style : 

838SOJ21005BKOFP 

Retail Price : $ 559 

M21 

Deluxe Long Sleeve Rash Top 

Features 
- UV protection fabrics rated UPF 50+, maximum UV sun protection for apparel! 
- Quick dry, soft hand feel and lightweight fabrics 
- 4-way stretch for maximum comfort and freedom of movement 
- Made from chlorine resistant fabrics to last longer in chlorinated pools 
- Sun protection range with flatlock seams and repositioned seamlines to help reduce 

chafing and irritation 
- Tight Fit: feels like a second skin and the perfect choice for all water sports activities 

Fabric 

Composition:  

Available Sizes: 

86% Polyester 14% Spandex 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL 

Style : 

838SOJ21005BKLFP 

Retail Price : $ 559 

Printed Long Sleeve Swim Tee  
8-13497G735 Black / White 

Printed Long Sleeve Swim Tee 

Sun protection swimwear for the beach, board and beyond. Offering UPF40+ fabric sun protection, our  
Long Sleeve Swim Tee keeps you protected in and out of the water and includes a cool ‘Big Cat’ design on  
the front. Its relaxed fit and pull-on style is comfy to wear whether you’re chilling on the beach or active in  
the ocean. Made using our ECO EnduraBrite fabric for superb colour performance. Offering higher chlorine  
resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, it fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is  
made from 100% recycled materials so is better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Pull-on tee - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Relaxed fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style83813497G735 

Price: $ 499 

Long Sleeve Rash Top 
8-13209D870 True Navy / White 

Long Sleeve Rash Top 

Stylish sun protection swimwear. Come rain or shine, this Long Sleeve Rash Top from our Essentials range  
has you covered. Snug-fitting in a pull-on style, it features flatlocked seams for a comfortable fit against  
the body, and includes UPF40+ fabric sun protection –  ideal for active beach days spent in and out of the  
water. Made using our ECO EnduraBrite fabric for superb colour performance. Offering higher chlorine  
resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the rash top fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™  
and is made from 100% recycled materials so it better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Pull-on rash top - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Flatlocked seams - for a comfortable fit against the body 
• Snug fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 83813209D870 

Price: $ 499 



Zip Long Sleeve Top 
8-134940001 Black / White 

Zip Long Sleeve Top 

Stylish sun protection swimwear. Come rain or shine, this snug-fit Zip Front Rash Top from our Essentials  
range has you covered. With long sleeves and fabric sun protection of UPF40+, it’s ideal for active beach  
days spent in and out of the water, and includes a zip-up front for easy changing. Made using our ECO  
EnduraBrite fabric for superb colour performance. Offering higher chlorine resistance than standard  
swimwear fabrics, it fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™ and is made from 100% recycled  
materials so it better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Zip Front Rash Top - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Snug fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Long Sleeve Rash Top 
8-132093503 Black / White 

Long Sleeve Rash Top 

Stylish sun protection swimwear. Come rain or shine, this Long Sleeve Rash Top from our Essentials range  
has you covered. Snug-fitting in a pull-on style, it features flatlocked seams for a comfortable fit against  
the body, and includes UPF40+ fabric sun protection –  ideal for active beach days spent in and out of the  
water. Made using our ECO EnduraBrite fabric for superb colour performance. Offering higher chlorine  
resistance than standard swimwear fabrics, the rash top fits like new for longer with CREORA®  HighClo™  
and is made from 100% recycled materials so it better for the environment too. 

Features 

• Pull-on rash top - perfect for sun protection both in and out of the water 
• Flatlocked seams - for a comfortable fit against the body 
• Snug fit 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• High colour performance - enabling the use of fluo and bright colours 

•Made from recycled plastic bottles - the yarn in the fabric is made from 100% post-consumer waste,  
such as recycled plastic bottles 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection: 

ECO EnduraBrite 

82% Recyled Polyester 18% Elastane (Creora HighClo)  

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Style: 838134940001 

Price: $ 559 
Style: 838132093503 

Price: $ 499 

M22 

Style : 238SOJ21055SGBK 

Retail Price : $ 459 

Active Male L/S Hoodie with Zipper 

Features 
- Activewear range suitable pre/post event & training – Open Water / Swim Lifestyle 
- Quick dry, silky hand feel and Ultra-lightweight fabrics tops 
- 4-way stretch for maximum comfort and freedom of movement 

95% Polyester 5% Spandex  

4, 6, 8, 10, 12 

Style : 238SOJ21074SGBK 

Retail Price : $ 599 

Fabric Composition:  

Available Sizes: 

Active Male L/S Pullover 

Features 
- Activewear range suitable pre/post event & training – Open Water / Swim Lifestyle 
- Quick dry, silky hand feel and Ultra-lightweight fabrics tops 
- 4-way stretch for maximum comfort and freedom of movement 

95% Polyester 5% Spandex  

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Fabric Composition:  

Available Sizes: 



Swim Legging 
8-132150001 Black / Oxid Grey 

Swim Legging 

Stylish sun protection swimwear. Ideal for outdoor swimming and beach days, this full length Legging is  
perfect for swimmers seeking protection from the sun, wind and elements. Soft and stretchy, it includes a  
V-cut style for a secure and comfortable fit. Made from our shape-retaining Endurance10 fabric with  
Creora HighClo, it provides a sun protection rating of UPF 40+. 

Features 

• V-cut style - for added comfort and security 
• Drawstring waist - for enhanced fit and security 

•Higher chlorine resistance than standard swimwear fabrics - fits like new for longer with CREORA®   
HighClo™ 
• Shape retention - fabric stretches so you can enjoy the water without feeling restricted 

• Sun protection - UPF 40+ 

Leg Height: 

Fabric Description:  

Fabric Composition:  

Buys: 

Available Sizes:  

Sun Protection:  

Liner: 

Full Length  

Endurance®  10 

80% Polyamide 20% Elastane (Creora HighClo) 

2, 3, 4, 5 

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL  

UPF40+ 

Modesty Panel 

Style: 838132150001 

Price: $ 499 

Thermal Male L/S Rash Guard 

Features 
- Activewear for extra protection and warmth in cooler weather situations 
- Outside layer with Water repellent treatment to help to regulate body temperature 
- UV protection rated UPF50+, maximum UV sun protection for apparel! 
- Brushed inner layer providing a soft touch feeling for extra comfort 
- 4-way stretch providing great flexibility 
- Tight fit: feels like a second skin and the perfect choice for all water sports activities 

92% Polyester 8% Spandex 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL 

Style : 838SOJ20001HBKNT 

Retail Price : $ 599 

Fabric Composition:  

Available Sizes: 

M23 

Surf Vest 

Features 
- Wetsuit range suitable for indoor and outdoor water activities UV protection rated UPF 

50+, maximum UV sun protection for apparel! 
- Ultra stretch Neoprene for maximum comfort and freedom of movement, offering an 

extra layer of insulation and coverage, preventing your skin from scratches and friction 
- Suitable for suggested water temperature of 17-24°C / 62.6-75.2°F for 2mm neoprene or 

temperature of 22°C / 71.6°F or above for 1 mm neoprene. This is a guide only; weather 
conditions and sensitivity to the cold will affect the choice of equipment 

- Chlorine resistant  
- Quick dry, silky hand feel and Ultra-lightweight fabrics 
- Wetsuit range with flatlock seams and repositioned seamlines to help reduce chafing and 

irritation 

Fabric 

Composition:  

Available Sizes: 

Neoprene + 82% Polyester 18% Spandex 

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Style : 

838SOA21003BKSN 

Retail Price : $ 699 

Thermal Male Full Length Pants 

Features 
- Activewear for extra protection and warmth in cooler weather situations 
- Outside layer with Water repellent treatment to help to regulate body temperature 
- UV protection rated UPF50+, maximum UV sun protection for apparel! 
- Brushed inner layer providing a soft touch feeling for extra comfort 
- 4-way stretch providing great flexibility 
- Tight fit: feels like a second skin and the perfect choice for all water sports activities 

92% Polyester 8% Spandex 

28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 

Style : 838SOJ21085BKNT 

Retail Price : $ 599 

Fabric Composition:  

Available Sizes: 



GB 60cm / 24 65cm / 26 70cm / 28 75cm / 30 80cm / 32 85cm / 34 90cm / 36 95cm / 38 100cm / 40 105cm / 42 110cm / 44 115cm / 46 

D 116cm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

F 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 

I 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 

Lat Am Talla 24 Talla 26 Talla 28 Talla 30 Talla 32 Talla 34 Talla 36 Talla 38 Talla 40 Talla 42 Talla 44 Talla 46 

Aus 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 

Body  
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Chest 75.0 30.0 80.0 32.0 85.0 34.0 90.0 36.0 95.0 38.0 100.0 40.0 105.0 42.0 110.0 44.0 115.0 46.0 120.0 48.0 125.0 50.0 130.0 52.0 

Waist * 60.0 24.0 65.0 26.0 70.0 28.0 75.0 30.0 80.0 32.0 85.0 34.0 90.0 36.0 95.0 38.0 100.0 40.0 105.0 42.0 110.0 44.0 115.0 46.0 

Hips ** 74.5 29.5 79.5 31.5 84.5 33.5 89.5 36.5 94.5 37.5 99.5 39.5 104.5 41.5 109.5 43.5 114.5 45.5 119.5 47.5 124.5 49.5 129.5 51.5 

Male Swimwear (24-46) 

Watershorts Elasticated Waist Male XXS-XXXL (28-42 inch) 

ALL COUNTRIES XXS XS S M L XL XXL XXXL 

ALL COUNTRIES - inches EL waist 27 - 29 29 – 31 31 – 33 33 – 35 35 – 37 37 – 39 39 – 41 41 - 43 

ALL COUNTRIES - cms EL waist 68cm – 74cm 74cm – 79cm 79cm – 84cm 84cm – 89cm 89cm – 94cm 94cm – 99cm 99cm – 104cm 104cm – 109cm 

Lat Am Talla 28 Talla 30 Talla 32 Talla 34 Talla 36 Talla 38 Talla 40 Talla 42 

Aus. 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 

65cm 70cm 75cm 80cm 85cm 90cm 95cm 100cm 

ALL COUNTRIES XXS XS S M L XL XXL XXXL 

Body measurements cm inches cm inches cm inches cm inches cm inches cm inches cm inches cm inches 

Chest 85.0 34.0 90.0 36.0 95.0 38.0 100.0 40.0 105.0 42.0 110.0 44.0 115.0 46.0 120.0 48.0 

Waist * 70.0 28.0 75.0 30.0 80.0 32.0 85.0 34.0 90.0 36.0 95.0 38.0 100.0 40.0 105.0 42.0 

Hips ** 84.5 33.5 89.5 35.5 94.5 37.5 99.5 39.5 104.5 41.5 109.5 43.5 114.5 45.5 119.5 47.5 

* Waist  is natural waist at narrowest point. 

** Hips  measured  around the widest point. 










